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ABSTRACT

From I May 1973 to 30 April 1974, GTE Sylvania Incorporated,
Electronic Systems Group - Western Division, provided engineering
field services ir. support of RADC's experimental HF FM/CW back-
scatter system at Dexter, New .'7ork. These services were primarily
concerned with technical investigations and Ava',.ation of system
performance and with the statistical design of large aperture low
sidelobe arrays. This report discusses the resniits from these
detailed experimental/theoretical investigations.
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;VAIuI/T TON

"Tho work performed under this contract is
fundamental to thn lona range objectives of the ad-
vanced OTH technoloqy program. The immediate aoal
of this techiiclogy program is to develop a large
aperture, two dimensional adaptive array for opera-
tion in the Hligh Frequency portnioi of the spectrum.
This report deals wi.th the evaluation of existing
array desiqn and operation as well as therertical
investigations of more advanced conceiptn. The results
of this work increases the probability of success of
thr- work c,,ntemplate' for the imm-diate futurv.

/ro.ect A. 'aT:'
Project T~nql• ,.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Since 1969, GTE Sylvania Incorporated has provided field-engineering services

at RADC concerned with the investigation, development, and implementation of

advanced data processing and analysis techniques directed toward the test and

evaluation of RADC~s experimental HF FM/CW backscatter system in upstate New
York. The research and development activities during the period I May 1973 to

30 April 1974 included:

(a) extensive measurement and limited analysis of tl ý receiving antenna

array located at Dexter, New York;

(b) modification of the computer software to accept data from the array

performance monitor;

(c) design, development, and implementation o; the arrAy performance

monitor for the Dexter array;

(d) analysis of the effect of using a finite rad,'c1s in making flight checks

of the Dexter array;

(e) extended trip to the RME overseas site to investigate the performance

of the RML equipment;

(f) beamformiag network analysis of the RECAP III array both before and

after mpodifications and repair;

(g) design study for large aperture low sidelobe array analysis arnd design,

including the statistical effect of errors in construction, design gain,

system noise figure, and aperture coefficients for constant beamwidth

as a function of frequency.

These acti-vties are described in detail in the following sections.

A working knowledge and understanding of the experimental FM/CW systen1 at RADC
is assumed. Also, it should be noted that some of the results presented in this
report are preliminary or transitory since the system has not attained final
operational status.

(1)



2.0 ENGINEERING SERVICES

2. 1 BEAM-FORMING NETWORK PERFORMANCE MONITOR

The manual tests performed on the Dexter -oceiving antenna array beam-former

corrected many problems, but they showed a need for automatic, or s.t least semi-

automatic, measuring equipment. As a result, the Beam-forming Network Perfor-

mance Monitor was d&signed, constructed, tested, and employed. It consists of a

control unit, a berm selector, an element nelector, amplitude and phase mr.easuring

equipment, and a display section.

2. 1. 1 Element Selector

The element selector is designed to provide a signal to a aelected element either

sequentially under automatic control, individually at random under manual control,

or simultaneously to all eloments.

These functions are directed and monitored by the control unit. The outputs of

this unit are relay contact closures which are sensed by the element selector. The

input is a binary word containing the element number and function. After sensing and

reacting to the input, the elemett selector in turn then returns to the control unit the

detected and performed commands. These commands are then compared to verify

that the element selector has completed the desired operation.

Since simultaneous signals are required, the 64 RF outputs are derived fromn a

two-way power splitter and two 32-way power splitters.

2.1.2 Beam Selector

The beam selector is designed to provide a 'ingle RF signal to the amplitude and

phase measuring equipment. The selection is controlled by a binary word containing

the desired beam iumber (1 through 49). The beam selector is also designed to

return a binary number indicating the beam decoded and selected for comparison of

completion and accuracy.

2.1.3 Amplitude and Phase Measuring Equipment

Amplitude and phase are measured by an HP 656A amplitude and phase detector,

modified by Hewlett-Packard to accept an external tuning signal 100 kHz above the

frequency to be measured,r (2)



The normal analog outputs (phase and amplitude difference) were multiplexed for

analog to digital conversion. The conversion is done by a 12 bit ADC for output to a

digital computer and display section.

2.1.4 Displa Section

The display section accepts the digital information from the beam selector,

element selector, and the A/D converter and multiplexer. The binary information is

converted to BCD coding for display. The displays are:

(a) beam solected (either transmitted or received),

(b) element selected (either transmitted or received),

(c) error indicaton if tranismittedand received do not compare,

(d) tnode of operation (manual, sequential, or external),

(e) amplitude difference (0 - 80 dB) in 0. 1 dB steps, and

(f) phase difference (0 - 3601) in 0. 1 steps.

2.1.5 Control Unit

The control unit is designed to control the element selector, beam selector,

displays, and data acquisition from one of three sources: externally from a computer

simulator (as Is presently used as no computer is available), internally generated

sequence control with outputs for a computer, or Internally from manual controls.

The control ur~it was designed to provide self-timing as well as monitoring

accuracy of operation. Since the units contained numerous and various types of

relays, no set period could be defined as switching times depended upon the number

of units being switched (element or beam number) and the relative response time of

each. The feadback freature was incorporated to monitor the operation and also to

indicate the completion of an operation, since the beam selectr, element selector,

and control unit can be separated by as much as 1000 feet.

A block diagram of the control unit is shown in Figure 1. Figure 2 is a flow

chart of the logic. The detailed circuit diagrams and descriptions were furnished

to RADC Dexter eite personnel and are not included in this report.

The unit was kistalied and tested at the Dexter site. The self-timing feature of

the system performed as expected to provide the maximum switching rate consistent

with relays and coaxial switches.

(3)
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2.2 BEAM FORMER PREINSPECTION

Prior to makirg extensive measurements on the beam-forming network, a pre-

liminary Inspection was made to eliminate obvious errors or faults.

2. 2. 1 Delay Cables

The delay cables cut and phased as per computer printouts, were found to be

installed incorrectly. These cables provide. the steering delay for combining the

two 32-element E/W arrays into one 64 element array and also the phasing for

multiple beam summation. The steering cables and phasing cables were found to be

interchanged withP, the array.

To determine the possible effects that this error could have had on the experi-

ments which had alrealy used the system in the erroneous configuration, Ideal

patterns using the interchanged values were calculated. The calculated patterns are

shown in Figures 3 and 4 for 10 and 20 MHz, respectively. In the ideal case (no

random errors) there is a loss of approximately 36 dB in sidelobe level and a 5 dB

loss in power between the relative patterns at the peak of the beam.

This condition was corrected for the one combined beam in use, and further
corrections were postponed until the permanent installation was made.

0

Further checking of these cables showed that they had been trimmed incoi rectly.

While the computer printouts listed the required measured values for three fre-

quencies, the lower frequency checks had been skipped for several catles, which

were found to be one wavelength (at 30 MHz) short. In addition, the spread of the

tolerance increased directly with the number of cables trimmed, probably as a result

of longer periods between in, .rumentation calibrations.

The cables were retrimmed in accordance with the design data and new cables

made to replace the shortened ones.

2.2.2 VSWR Sources

Checks of the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) at various points internal to

the main beam-forming network showed several highVSWRs within the unit. The

major sources of these high readings were as follows:

(6)
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(a) Loose ground connections to the printed circuit boards which carried

the amplifierd and the Taylor weighting coefficient attenuators. Since

the g:ound connections are purely mechanical, tightening the retaining

screws reduced the VSWRs to acceptable levels.

(b) Broken or sheared connectors and loose BNC connectors. These were

replaced and/or locked In place.

(c) Bad hybrids (5 way) with one or more ports inoperative. These were

replaced where required or feasible.

(d) Open cables, with no apparent association with the connector but

internal to the cable.

(e) Fa, Wy 50 ohm loads. Apparently due to mechanical damage, the loads

were repaired or replaced as required.

The preinspection pointed up the need to rotate the tedious and repetitiot s task of

trimming cables or to provide for automatic test and calibration to prevent costly

short cuts. Also, reducing the number of mechanical connections required reduces

the probability of bad connections. (This includes cable connectors where not

absolutely necessary.) Where connectors are required, they should be protected

from mechanical damage and Indiscriminate disconnecting and reconnecting (or lack

thereof).

2.3 BEAM FORMER MEASUREMENTS

Following the installation of the Beam-forming Network Performance Monitor,

preinspection, and repairs, extensive measurements of the Dexter beam former were

performed by site personnel.

2.3.1 Test Plans

The tests were designed to allow the measurement of the major components of

the beam former, including field preamplifiers and cables. A block diagram of a

typical element installation is shown in Figure 5. The test setup used to measure

the amplitude and phase of the field units is shown in Figure 6.

For the field components tests, only the amplitude and phase measuring portion

of the Beam-forming Network Performance Monitor was used as there was no cali-

bration system in the field.

(9)
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The four tests performed were made on element pairs (comparison test).

The signals were injected into the systeir using the kth and k+l elements and the

output measured using the kth clement as reference and k+1 as data. For tests,

signals from C and D (Fig. 6) were injected at location 3 (Fig. 5), which is the input

to the 1000 ft cable, and the output was measured at Location 4. The test was re-

peated with the output measured at location 5. Signals from C and D were then

in-ected at location 1 with the 180 ft cable patched into the amplifier, and output

measured at location 5. The test was repeated, measuring the output at location 4.

Before, each mcasurement, the equipment was checked for calibration. Each

timne the measuiLements advanced one element, the signals C and D were inter-

changed to allow any mismatch of the cables and power splitter to average out.

TIhe tests were denigned to allow the separation of the various parts and obtain a

check on the measurements.

The beam former was then measured from the main input location 5 (Fig. 5)

through the output of the line driver of the individual beams using the Beam-forming

Network Performance Monitor in the standard configuration.

2.3.2 Moditication to Beam-Former Analysis Programs

It was necessary to modify the computer programs used on the CDC 1700 located

at the RADC Data Reduction Center to accept the new data. There were three major

modificatione:

(a) the 11800 ambiguity of the vector voltmeter was changed to the 0-360° data

from the Beam-forming Network Performance Monitor.

(b) programs were added to analyze the field romponent tests,

(c) programu were added to use the field component data in pattern calculations.

2.3.3 Beam Former Analysis

The analysis of the beam-forming measurements was not completed due to

problems in the CDC 1700 software. Difficulties were encountered in the data

analysis programs (written in Fortran for the CDC 1700), and debugging showed the

problem to be in the CDC 1700 system software. Numerous attempts by RADC and

the resident DRC contractor to obtain help from CDC on this problem were unsuccess-

ful. Subsequently the DRC resident programmer in researching for another purpose

(12)



located the source to be the CDC 1700 floating point package: "Numerical inaccura-

cies are generated by the loss of at least the two low order bits in the floating point

package. During extensive calculation this error could increase rapidly.

The limited analysis output was for the field components only.

2.3.3.1 Analysis Procedures

The tests ,were of a comparison nature, I. e., only relative metsures were made

between two adjacent pairs. These data were then reduced to an absolute measure--

ment against an arbitrary standard. The standard chosen was the average or mean

value of all the readings so that each element could be plus or minus.

The tests were conducted in this manner and were then combined to separate thc

components and check the validity of the tests.

(a) Test 1 contained only the 1000 ft cables from the element to the beam

former trailer.

(b) Test 4 contained the 1000 ft cables plus the 180 ft cables and amplifiecs.

Therefore, the difference between test 4 and test I by element should

contain only the 180 ft cables and amplifiers for an element.

(c) Test 2 contains the 1000 ft cables plus the internal distribution cables

and amplifiers. Therefore, the difference betweei, test 2 and test 1 by

element should contain only the internal distribution cables and ampli-

fiers for an element.

(d) Test 3 contains all the components. Therefore, the difference between

test 3 and test 1 (the results of (b) and (c) abovwe should contain only

residue caused by errors. These trrors -1 be cable connections

improperly made during the course of the tost, VSWR reflections

from improper terminations, or measurement and recording errors.

2.3.3.2 Field Component Analysis Results

The results of the N/S 32 element array field components indicated that:

(a) the 1000 ft cables are within +1. 2 ft and ±0. 8 dB limits (with one

cable showing -1. 5 dB only at higher frequencies);

,
1700 Systems Bulletin #10, dated 12 January 1968.

(13)



(b) the intern•l distribution system is within *0.7 ft and * 1. 8 dB limits;

(c) the 180 ft cables and amplifiers are within +2. 6 ft and *1. 9 dB limite;

(d) the residual after all components are subtracted showed a variation

between 1 0.8 ft and + 1. 8 dB limits, which indicates that there were
errors in the measurements on the order of magnitude of the calculated

errors for the components.

The results of the E/W 64 element array field components indicated that:-

(a) the 1000 ft cables are within 14. 7 ft and + 0. 9 dBI limits;

(b) the internal distribution system is within +1.7 ft and -2. 5 dB limits

with one bad connection (probably improperly attached at time of
measurements as there is a large residue for this element indlcating

a bad series of measurements);

(c) the 180 ft cables and amplifiers are within +3. 1 ft and :1. 3 dB linits;

(d) the residurwl data indicate errors in measurements on the order of

magnitude of the calculated errors, with several ports indicating

measurement error or connector problems between measurements.

2.3.3.3 Examples

An example of a probable reading or recording error is shown in Table 1 for

element 10 of the N/S array from the residual data ýwhich should be zero for an ideal

system and perfect measurements).

(14)



Table 1. Extract of Reduced Residual Data for N/S Array Element 10
(cable velocity factor = 0. 66).

Frequency (MHz) Amplitude @dB)

4.9 0.61 0.67

10.1 -0.04 0.22

21. 1 -2.71 0.17

29. E -0.76 -0.03

An example of a probable cable connector not fully mated either because of loose

fit or corrosion is shown ;n Table 2. The increasing of amplitude and decreasing of

phase angle approximates t.iat of a RC high pass filter due to the lack of a solid metal

to metal connecti.on.

Table 2. Extract of Rqduced Internal Distribution System
Data Reductions for Element 40 (cable velocity
factor = 0.66).

Frequency (MHz) Amplitude (dB) Cable (ft)

4.9 -4.4 -7.99

10.1 -1.8 -4.21

21.1 -0.4 -0.14

29.8 -0.4 -0.11

2.3.3.4 Conclusions

From the measurements of the field components for which the analysis could be

completed, the following conclusions were drawn.

(a) From the results of the residual data (which would be zero for an ideal

system and perfect measurements) it becomes apparent that the measure-

ments should be made numerous times. From several measurements,

the data points could be averaged for a better estimation of the actual

conditions.

(15)



(b) The data should be taken fully automatically, thereby eliminating the human

error factor associated with repetitious tasks and increasing the repeat-

tbility of such measurements.

(c) A permanently installed calibration system is required if numerous

measurements are to be made. The manual method requires several days

and places a severe strain on equipment calibration and personnel.

2.4 ORBITS AND PATTERNS

The standard orbit used by the RADC flight check aircraft is a 10 nm radius.

The calculated patterns for the Dexter site (and most other arrays in general) assume

an orbit of infinite radius (plane wave fronts). To determine the degradation for the

Dexter site caused by 10 nm orbits, ideal (no random errors' patterns were calcu-

lated. These calculations assumed that the signal source was small compared to the

distance and that the wave fronts were spherical.

In Figure 7, two values, 10 and 100 nm, were selected as the orbit radii. It is

seen that at an aperture equal to 57. 6 wavelengths, the first three nulls are obscurred

when a 10 nm orbit is used and even the first null is lost with a 100 nm orbit. The

patterns shown on Figure 8 have an aperture of only 9. 6 wavelengths, and the 10 nm

orbit only obscw'es the first null. It should be noted, however, that the 3 dB beam-

width remains identical in either case. Yet the 10 nm orbit at 30 MHz has spread

the 6 dB beamwldth, but less than the probable error made during actual flight

checks.

To compare the calculated patterns to an actual flight check, the pattern for

11. 64 MHz was calculated. Seven points from the main beam pattern are shown in

Figure 9 plotted relative to the main beam peak values. It is seen that the 10 nm

orbits cause distortion in the measured pattern through spherical distortion of the

wave fronts.

The aircraft is normally held in orbit by the autopilot and an X band beacon at

the site. Since the beacon is not located at the array center, the apparent shift of

the main beam is approximately 0. 250. This error is within experirmiental error and

should not be considered at this time.

(16)
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2.5 RUE OVERSEAS SITE INVESTIGATIDN

The. trip to RME overseas site was made during the period of 14 July to 9 August

1973. The complete trip report Is contained In Appendix A and is summarized below.

The trip was made primarily to investigate two problem areas: the cause of the

high minimum discernible signal (MDS) experienced by the RME system, and the

cause of the synchronization problem between the receiver and transmitter sites with

the apparent loss of accurate timing with respect to world time standards. Fo'ur

other problem and general areas were to be observed: the "connector :,roblem",

general maintenance procedures and level of performance, general operational

procedures, and any general areas where system performance could be improved.

Because of limited time available, it was stipulated that no maintenance or

repairs of the RME system or tests u auxiliary equipment would be performed

unless directly related to the definition of the immediate problems.

To accomplish these tasks, the investigation was to be carried out in two

phases.

(a) Complete tests of the RME receiver system and auxiliary receiving

,equipment used by the system (e. g., multicouplers, amplifiers) and

the transmitter equipmcrit were to be conducted to determine if the MDS

problem was hardware induced.

(b) If no hardware problems were found, on-air tests were to be conducted

to observe the noise sources causing high MDS readings and if any were

found, to determine whether they were independent or signal related.

2.5. 1 Conclusions

From this trip It was evident that all unit personnel are making a dedicated and

professional effort to operate, analyze/report, and maintain the system for peak

performance. The following specific conclusions cover the areas of interest.

2.5.1.1 High MDS

(a) The equipment is in generally good to excellent condition and is now

operating with specified or better performance (with one major and

some minor reservations, none of which directly relate to the MDS

problem).

(20)



b) Tim ground wave at the receiver site can limit system performance

simply by rising to a level which exceeds the available receiver dynamic

range. In addition, it presently increases the probability of inter-
modulation distortion and croas-modulation products. ITe ground

wave averpges approximately -50 dBm, with recorded peaks of -30 dBm

In the summer. Since the transmitted broadband noise floor is 100 dB

or mor3 below the transmitted signal, the inband noise floor at opera-

tional ranges is sot by the receiver to approximately 102 dB below the

strongest received signal in the preselector bandwidth. Therefore,

under normPI operating conditions the average value (-50 dBm) would

limit the UDS to -152 dBm. While the peal- value (-30 dBm) would

limit the fDS to -132 dBm, the previous data collected on ground wave

strength would indicate that this peak level ir rarely attained.

(c) An externul, non system related noise which could limit the system
performmnace was observed at -130 to -135 dBra signal levels. No

statistical data other than the limited numbers below were collected

during the short time available. The source of the noise is unknown.

However, it appears to be an OTH noise source, since it has a short

term cycdic period of 0. 5 to 2 minutes with a much longer period

sanperimpoood upon this (period not Identified) and was not observed on

frequencler which were 8 to 10 MHz above the 3000 km MUF. During

the on-air testing performed, this noise restricted the MDS to values

above -140 dBm.

(d) A signal related noise was observed with a relative time delay centered

at 150 kin, which, in conjunction with a large ground wa-e signal, could

cause problems within the receiver. However, there was no evidence

that this noise caused problems at operatio,,al ranges during the limited

testing.

(e) A further source of noise which could set a lower limit in achievable MDS
is the spurious responses generated in the transmitter due to blower

motors and the like. These spurious signals are not at integer values

of 50 Hz and thus tend to cause a peaking of the noise between PRF lines

which, since the fax recorder responds to peak values, results in a

(21)



corresponding increase in displayed noise. However, the measured level of

these spurious signals is such that they are not considered to be the cause

of the high MDS values reported.

(f) '.-ocal noise may become a problem in the near future, as new construction

indicates the city is expanding in the direction of the site. Since local noise

is generated in the near vicinity of the receiving antenna, the noise signal

is propagated as a surface wave. The effect of the ground is to reduce the

received signal strength below free space propagation loss., This reduction

becomes negligible and independent of polarization as the height of the two

antenna approaches one wavelength above the ground. The present antenna

system is two to four wavelengths above ground and will be more suscepti-

ble to this threat than a low profile antenna.

2.5. 1.2 Synchronization Problem

(a) The severity of the problem was not found to be as great as pretrip brief-

ings had indicated. These estimates were that the time code generator was

typically in error as much as several seconds with respect to world time

standards. Presently, each operating shift checks the time code generator

against a world standard time rignai. The maximum deviation observed

was 40 msec (one PR! perik.d tit 25 Hz operation).

(b) There is a hardware problem which at present requires a small slewing of

the time code generator to compensate. However, the action of the advance/

retard controls on the time code generator is somewhat misleading and

operators under pressure to complete QSYs quickly, occasionally slew the

clock the wrong way, thereby compounding the synchronization problem.

Standardized operating procedure-" , - , .n, cifying the advance/retard

controls should jo auih to alleviate the problem.,

2.5.1.3 General Areas

(a) No connector problems were encountered during this trip. Site personnel

indicated that only three connectors had 2xhibited the described symptoms.

It was recommended that cold solder joints be considered as a possible

problem before extensive connector relocation or replacement is under-

taken.

(22)



(b) No observations of the general maintenance procedures were made, as the

testing disrupted normal maintenance schedules. However, the fact that

receiver oscillations below 15 MHz were found indicates that the system

has not been periodically checked. The discovered receiver IF instability

suggest that checks in addition to off-air MDS readings, are required to

verify the more subtle system parameters (e. g., IMD product levels).

(c) The general operating procedures were not observed, as the testing dis-

turbed the normal operating schedules. The one operational and main-

tenance procedure observed (and tested) was reliance on the lorch receiver

to check clear channels, detect interference on the operational frequency,

and In conjunction with the Saicor analyzer and a fax recorder test the

antenna for IMD and cross-modulation. However, due to the Lorch

receiver performance degradation, this procedure resulted in many un-

necessary and time consuming QSYs and also extensive antenna main-

tenance which may not have been necessary.

2. 5.2 Recommendations

2.5.2.1 High MDS

-(a) The large ground wave signal level present, with all the attendant problems,

should be reduced by further decoupling the sites. This greater decoupling

could 'e achieved either by moving one site or through antenna design.

(b) To reduce the OTH noise, the receiver site must be capabie of discrimi-

nating against unwanted signals. This can only be accomplished by re

ducing the antenna sidelobe structure to an acceptable level, provided the

noise source is not located In the target area. Asstuming the noise is

entering the system through the sidelobe s.ructure of the array, the side-

lobes will require at least a 20 dB reduction from the present levels.

(c) Further identification and characterization in terms of amplitud3, spectrum

and frequency of occurrence of the signal related noise should be performed.

(d) The spurious lines in the tr..ismitters oliould be reduced, at It,: 3t to the

levels found during the original &ý,,eptance tests on the equipment. Addi-

tional on-air spectrum tests should be made at various carrier frequencies

to verify the results obtained at the single frequency tested.

(23)



ir
2.5.2.2 Synchronization Problem

(a) An investigation to determine the source of the hardware problem is under-

way.

(b) Different synchronization procedures should be instituted to reduce the

effects of the hardware problem until It is found. Such procedures were

started by the unit, but some diligence will be required until these become

routine.

(c) To alleviate some operator confusion, a minor modification to the time code

generator should be made to standardize the function of the advance/retard

controls. In the demodulator controller, the advance switch, for example,

advances the local oscillator timing in range. In the time code generator,

however, the advance switch retards the time code generator. (This is

standard TCG Logic, the theory being that the World Time Standard Pulse,

as seen by an oscilloscope synchronized to the TCG 1 PPS output, is

advanced by retarding the TCG; hence, the inverse logic.)

2.5.2.3 General Areas

(a) The three connectors should be inspected for loose or cold solder joint con-

nections. This will require removing the insulation from the connection and

the wire from the connector to Install new insulation. It would be a minor

operation to determine whether changing or relocating the connectors is

actually required.

(b) After the receiver IF is realigned, the tests made during this trip should be

repeated and curves (see system test) generated. These curves would then

become a base line reference to which periodic tests could be compared. In

this manner gain, noise figure and IMD performance degradation could

easily be identified.

(c) Greater reliance should be placed an the MDS readings and RME fax display,

in conjunction with the interference monitor (the Lorch receiver should be

deemphasized) before starting a QSY. In addition, the Lorch receiver

should be repaired or replaced before being used for any further antenna

testing.

(24)



(d) The Rockland synthesizer should be returned for repair of the design flaw.

The site hat developed a reasonable substitute for the calibrator. By adjust-
Ing the level of the die: oarameter in the system software to obtain a

uniform shade of grey, a close correlation to MDS can be made. This

technique can be used until the synthesizer is returned.

(e) Some provision should be made to cool the preamplifier in sumnneL, The

temperature was high during the tests, which apparently degraded the pre-

amplifier performance. If the performance were to deteriorate even further

during hotter days, this could present a problem with intermodulation and

cross-modulation products.

(f) The RF switch and directional coupler on the calibrator chassis should be

relocated. The new location should be in the vicinity of the receiver input.

This would have the additional advantage that the RF input cable is not

routed through an extra cabinet.

(g) The patch panel connections for the various systems should be tested for

cross-coupling on critical cables.

2.6 POLAR RECAP [I ARRAY

During the planning of Polar Recap III, it was necessary to determine the per-

formance of the array of 32 beverage elements ava&lable on the site. The plan view

and schematic drawing of the beam-forming network are shown in Figure 10.

2. 6. 1 Ideal Patterns

To provide a more realistic pattern for the antenna array system, the pattern of

the wire was included in all array system patterns. The wire pattern for the

elements was taken from the SWRI work do),o on beverage antennas. The wire

pat4erns used for 5 and 10 MHz •re shown in Figures 11 and 12. The array ds signer

based upon limited flight checks of the wire, felt that 14 dB3 sidelobes would have been

a closer approximation.

Referring to Figure 10, it is seen that the element spacing is 133. 37 feet, which

corresponds to a filled array up to 7. 3 MHz if no steering is provided. However,

steering is available in 10 increments up to ±50. Unfortunately, the steering is

accomplished by summning the elements in blocks of four and then steering these

(25)
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blocks. Hence, the -,ieering aperture is 533.49 feet, which is a filled aperture up to

1.84 MHz. Therefore, steering above 1.84 MHz causes grating lobes to become
visible.

Figure 13, an ideal pattern of the array system, clearly shows that no grating

lobes are visible with 0° of steer. However, In Figure 14, which is 60 of steer at

5 MHz, the grating lobes are plainly visible.

The grating lobes are mc.re pronounced at 10 MHz as shown in Figure 15, where

they are visible even with 0* steer since these lobes arc suppressed by the wih e

pattern only. In Figure 16, 10 MHz with 6° of steer, the grating lobes are so

numerous that the main lobe should bý. considered to be located at -4*,

This effect is not controlled by the wire but by the pattern of the four element

block which is in reality the element pattern of the steered array. This pattern, which

is only approximately 110 wide, has attenuated the 60 lobe greater than the -40 lobe.

To asesss the effect of using Taylor weighting, the patterns were recalculated

usihg 40 dB, %E Taylor weights. These patterns are shown in Figures 17 through 20.

As would be expected, the weighting had no effect upon the grating lobes (except

broadening, as was the main lobe). In Figures 17 and 19, the sidelobes are down

40 dB in accordance with the weighting function used, while in Figures 18 and 20 they

are not. This effect is the interaction of the sidelobes from the blocks of four

elements and the nonfilled steqred aperture.

From the results of these patterns, it was decided to install the 40 dB, N6

Taylor weighting. Since only eight ports (blocks of four elements) are steered, six

attenuators were sufficient (center two steering ports were 0 dB attenuation). The

values for these six attenuators were calc-lated and given to RADC parsonnel for

implementation.

2. 6. 2 Measured Amplitude Patterns

Upon arriving at the site, the RADC personnel measured the amplitude perform-

ance of the array as it was found. The amplitude performance was again measured

after the installation of the attenuators and repairs were completed. The values as

measured by RADC of relative amplitude are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Relative Amplitude (in dB) of Polar Recap HI
Beverage Array Elements Before and After
Rapairs and Attenuator Instaliation (Element
20 used as reference)

ELEMENT BEFORE AFTER

1 2.5 -14.5
2 2.5 -14.5
3 0.5 -16.5
4 2.5 -14.5
5 - 2.0 - 9.5
6 0 -7.5
7 - 1.5 - 910
8 - 3.0 -10.5
9 - 8.5 - 2.0

10 - 8.0 - 1.5
11 - 8.0 - 1.5
12 - 9.0 - 2.5
13 - 2.0 - 1.5
14 - 0.5 - 5.5
15 -0.5 0
16 0 0.5
17 1.0 1.0
18 0.5 0.5
19 0 0
20 0 0
21 2.0 - 0.5
22 1.5 - 1.0
23 2.0 - 0.5
24 0.5 - 2.0
25 0.5 - 6.0
26 0 - 6.5
27 -0.5 - 7.0
28 - 1.0 - 7.5
29 -23.0 -16.0
30 -22.5 -15.5
31 -22.0 -15.0
32 -22.0 -15.0

Using the amplitude values in Table 3, patterns were calculated for the array.

Since no realistic estimate could be made concerning the phasing cables, these

patterns were calculated using ideal phase for the beam-forming network. No definite

data were obtained as to even the phasing procedure except that a time domain re-

flectometer (TDR) was used. There was no information concerning the TDR settings

and conditions. Hence, the ideal phase was used which results in patterns which are

optimistic at least.
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-
The series of patterns were calculated for boresight (00 steer) wid 3* steer as it

was decided not to use 6" steer. The patterns are shown In Figures 21 through 28.

Figures 21 and 25 shown the power gain factor with respect to au iddal uniform:>

Illuminated array. From the values It is seen that repairing the array restored ap-

proxina tely the same gain as the Taylor weighting required.

2.7 BEAM-FORMING NETWORK EIRRORS

The array pattern shown in Figure 9, the measured pattern, and the calculated

patterns shown In Figures 21 through 28, Illustrate that the Ideal calculated patterns

are difficult to achieve in practice. Tle errors in phase and amplitude, which are

inevitable in any real system, will reduce the Ideal to the achievable.

In the past and in the above examples, the arrays were constructed, the errors

measured, and the patterns calculated. This procedure certainly allows the designer

to determine what he has constructed. However, it Is desirable to be able to predict

the results of a design, within given limits, so that it will be neither over nor under

specified.

Because of errors in cable construction and other factors, the amplitudes and

phases of the signals present at the several input ports of the beam-forming network

will not be the ideal values for which the summing network was designed. This will

result in higher sidelobe levels than could be obtained with ideal signals. In the fol-

lowing paragraphs it will be assumed that these amplitude and phase errors car. be

kept within specified tolerance levels. It will then be assumed that the errors

introdutLced can be considered random variables, the statistics for which are dclter-

mined by the specified tolerance levels. Finally the expected sidelobe level will be

calculated in terms of the root-mean-scluare (rms) values of the random input phase

and amplitude errors.
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2.7. 1 Slblobe Anal•is

It is asumed that the signal Sk present at the kth input port of the beam-forming

network (summing network) is of the form

Sk = k, (1*% e e(c+ 6k)

where

Ak = the amplLtude of the ideal signal at the kth input port

the phase angle of the Ideal signal at the kth input port
(determined by array geometry and the direction of
arrival of the incoming radio wave)

ak = the random amplitude error at the Ik Input port

thk = the random phase error at the k input port.

If there are N input ports to the summing network, there will be 2N random

variates ak, 'k' k = 1, ... , N. ! is assumed that the ak are independent,

identically distributed random variates with zero mean and rms value aa. Similarly,

the ek are assumed to be independent, identicalP distributed random variates with

zero mean and rms value a.. It is further assumed that the angle variates 6k are

uncorrelated with the amplitirde variates ak.

The summing network multiplies each input signal by a weighting coefficient Ck

and produces an output sum, the squared amplitude of which is

OtputJ 2 k (IAk+,)el(f + +k) 1 (2)

For an ideal antenna array, the ideal amplitudes Atk would have a common value

at all input ports. For simplicity, it will be assumed that common value is unity, in

which case the Ak may be dropped froir equation 2, which may then be rewritten as

*t

The effect of non-zero means would be to merely introduce a constant multi-
plicative factor common to all input ports. This would have no effect on the
calculated sidelobes. On the other hand, violation of the assumption that the
several random variables are independent (therefore uncorrelated) would introduce
additional distortions not included in thio present analysis. A more detailed
analysis would allow for off-diagonal elements in the correlation matrix of the
random variates.
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kitpu4 2 [c (I+ak)e c I 6k)] [e -1(,1 +Ci)] (3)

F-k2 (1-2ak +k2 ) + 2 CkcI (I+a% ,a +aka,) cos[(cLk- 1) +(ek- F1)]

'Tle assumptton is now made that the error angle term ( ck - e ) which appears
in equation 3 is small compared to 1 radian. This yields approximately

2
cosoI(cp-(p1 ) + (1k- l) [(] k e- cos V " ( -k (4)
sin (-k 

2

Averaging equation 3 and using equation 4 obtains for the expected (average) value of
the squared output amplitude

""O+2 (1 +0 2)ck2+2i (1-> '2) ckcl cos2 k 2) _ + 0.) k

(Ca +C +(1_-a2) IF cillk+•e Cs(5)

where the bar over a quartity denotes "expected value" and where the previous

assumptions of uncorrelated random variates with zero mean has been used.

The last factor on the righthand :Side of equation 5 is recognized as the value that
would be present at the output of the summing network if only idaal signals (no errors)
were present at the input ports. It has been further assumed that the rms value
of the angle errors is small compared to unity; it is seen then from equation 5 that

the principal effect of the random amplitude and phase errors is to add a term
(Ca2 + C2k to the output of the summing network. This is equivalent
to injecting noise into the system at the outpuz of the bearaforming network.

The ideal output attains its maximum value when the ideal phase angles Wk are
all zero (incoming radio wave on boresight):

[Max ideal outputl2 ,..k (6)

Dividing equation 5 by equation 6 yields (assuming € ).

(49)



idea o~eaI2  + 2 22FOW~a 6~elOupl (7)1Maximum opu2 Ideal outpu(

where UjmsaOutput2 1 f ck e% 1

=j k 2 /Ek = integration (or summing) gainof beam-forming network.

We will call the quantitylideal Outpuf/ IMax ideal outputl 2 the ideal arraying

factor (JAF). It has a maximum value of unity. For a linear array, IAF will depend

on the angle 6 (0 01c 1801) which the direction of the incident plane radio wave makes

with the (directed) axis of the linear array, the axis being the straight line along

which the individual elements are placed. The three dimensional representation of

IAF(6) is a figure of revolution about the array axis. For an unsteered array, the

plane which is normal to the axis and which passes through the mid-point of the axis

is a plane of symmetry: IAF(6) = IAF(180-6). The boresight of the array lies some-
,

where in this plane of symmetry , the angle 6 for which is 8 = 900. The function**

IAF(6) gives the shape of the "arraying pattern", and the main lobe of the arraying

pattern occurs in a relatively small angular region centered at 8 = 90*. If the angle

8 is in the region of the main lobe it will be called a main lobe angle, ortherwise it

will be called a sidelobe angle.

For angles 8 in the sidelobe region (that is outside of the main beam region),

ideal sidelobe level is as defined.

The presence of phase errors in a real system will destroy the symmetry of the
real arraying pattern, and real boresight aeed no longer be at 6--90*. However
the presence of amplitude errors (not accompanied by phase errors) wou'd not
destroy the symmetry.

** If the array is steered an angle a (-9005'S90) away from boresight, there will
be no plane of symmetry for the array. The main lobe will then occur in a
conical region (the axis of the cone being the same as the axis of the array)
centered on the angle --90"-c).
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Ideal Ouut from si e = (a)

Sideal I MxIdel output -

Similarly, the expected (or averaged) sidelobe level (where the average is to be taken

over the phase and amplitude errors at the input ports) is defined as

"Utfrom sidelobeFange 61 2
SR Ma ideal OUtpU 2 (8b)

With these definitions It It at once obtained from equation 7:

SLav =SLldea1 + ((a 2 + a) (9)

A eraging equation 9 over all sidelobe angles, the desired practical formula Is

obtained:
_ _ _ 2

SLa =SL a +2 , (10)

where a a 2 + a e = total rms Input error (10a)

and the bar over a quantity again denotes averaged value. It should be noted that t&e

average (or expected) sidelobe level SLav has been obtained by averaging over allaverage

sidelobe angles and also over the amplitude and phase errors at the input ports.

In the above derivation, all angles were expressed in radians and q ts the rms

angle error also expressed in radians, which Is a dimensionless q-'antity. The

amplitude errors ak were also expressed in dimensinless form

ak : Amplitude at kth port - Ideal amplitude at kt port
Ideal amplitude at kth port

The rms amplitude error a is then also dimensionless. The total rms input error

c as given by equation 10a is then also dimensionless.

To express the amplitude error in logarithmic form (that is, In terms of dB),

use is made of the logarithmic amplitude error LAE defined as

LAE = 20 logl 0 (l+a) •" 8.68 a (for small "a")
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where a is the dimensionless amplitude error defined above and LAE is the ampli-

tude error empressed In decibels. To keep lAE within _4. 2 dB, "a" must be kept

within 0. 023.

All of the above discussion is Independent of the precise statistical distributions

of the random errors. They may be gaussian, uniform, or any other. However, for

the purposes of specifying tolerances, It is desirable to connect the rms values c

and a. of the random errors to a maximum permissible error, or tolerance, which

the system designer might then uge to "spec" the system. To do this, it becomes

necessary to araume some onvenient statistical distribution for the anticipated

errors. For this purpose, it will be assumed that the errors are uniformly distri-

buted between *t, where t is the tolerance value. For a uniform distribution, the

tolerance t Is related to the rms value a by

t =/3 a.

Applying this formula yields for the phase error tolerance t (degrees) expressed in

degrees

t (degrees) = - i -lo (lob)

and for Lhe lofarthmic amplitude error(expressed in dB)

tLAE 8.68 /3 a a 15 a (10c)

where a, and a are the dimensionless rms Perrors defined above.

It should be stressed that the rms values a , a are the physically important
C

quantities. The tolersace levels given by these last two equations merely express

the aon a dlffilrent scale. However these tolerance levels are of value in that they

are suggesUve of some maximum error, namely the maximum error associated with
given a i the errors were uniformly distribAted. The conservative system engineer

might wish to assume that the statistical distribution for the random errors were

more like

(52)



error =t with probability 1/2
-t.with probability 1/2.

The rms value a for this distribution is a = t. With this more conservative view

point, the sysemm engo.eer would choose his tolerances to be a factor ofA smaller

than those given by equations 10b and 10c.

The expected sidelobe levels were calculated from equation 10 for:

(a) 50 dB, N6 and 60 dB, N7 Taylor weighting of the aperture;

(b) apertures of 10, 20, 40,and 80 wavelengths; and

(c) numbers of ports 32, 64, 128, and 256.

These values were plotted u a function of the totAl rms input error a and are

shown in Figures 29 and 30.

2.8 CONSTANT BEAMWIDTH COEFFICIENTS

The use of multiple beams to form beams of nearly constant beamwidth has been

previously reported. The present RADC beverage array at Dexter forms fý.. indi-

vidual beams and then s-ms five natural beams to form a combined beam. The

concept of element NESTS was also previously reported to accomplish the same

purpose. With the use of an element NEST, the multiple beam is formed and he

remaining beam-forming network is required to steer only the wider beam.

The element NEST essentially generates an additional set of aperture weighting

coefficients of sin(x)/(x) distribution to give a square response In the spatial domain.

These coefficients are frequency dependent. However, the NESTS will provide the

current coefficient distribution according to the frequency of the signal, thereby

providing a frequency independent beam-for.ing network.

Through lhe use of the NEST, the coeffilcients can be calculated at a frequency for

evaluation of the beam-forming network performance at the selected frequency. The

parameters which can then be evaluated Include:

(a) Power gain factor (PGF)

rN 2
.Cn (I
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(b) Signal to noise ratio factor (SNRF)IN 2
CU

N (12)

N 2

(c) Expected sidelobe level (SL)

1SLav(Total r= 1 Input Error)2  (13)

LIdeal N(SNRF)

The approximate values for the power gain far '4r of the array (PGFA) and SNR

factor of the array (SNRFA) in dB can be found by using the following empirical

approximations:

PGFA = 20 log + PGLW (14)

SNRFA = 10 log (3dB) + SNRLW (15)BN(3 dB)

where:

BA 3 dB and BA6 dB are the 3 and 6 dB beamwidths of the final array;

BN3dB and BN6dB are the 3 and 6 dB beamwidths of the natural array
with the aperture ;veighting used;

PGFW is the power gain factor of the aperture weighting used; and

SNRFW is the SNR factor of the aperture weighting used.

The minimum number of beams to use in a NEST is

minimum beams =integer value of ( +.5 (16)
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The maximum number of beams to use In the NEST is tte designer's choice, as

the array performance varies only slightly with the number of beams used once the

minimum beam criterion is met. The beam positioning (for the purpose of NEST

design) is found as follows:

(a) BN as previously defined, at the highest frequency,

(3dB) a

(b) K as the number of beams used in NEST equal to or greater than the
minimum found above,

(c) BA(3 dB) as previously defined,

(d) A as the "beam" aperture required to obtain the desired BA(3dB) and
A " BA(3dB).

The positions of the two outside beams are such that the difference between the

lower (in bearing) 3 dB point of one beam and the upper (in bearing) 3 dB of the other

beam is equal to A, as shown in Figure 31.

Beam Spacing = (A - BN (3 db) ; (17)

K- 1-

and the beam bearing of the kth beam becomes,
S(A - BN3 BIk~ 0.5-. ()

Bearing (k) ( dB)

where: lI k5K.

For an array of N elements, the length (L) of the NEST cable for the nth

i element and kth beam becomes,
'N 1

(n. k) = Lref + n - (SSIn (Bearing (k) (19)

where: Lret= V- (S)Sin (Bearking (K) and (20)

S = element spacing in feet for L(n, k) In feet.

(57)
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I.._ 'Array Eesmple 1

An array desip, having the following parameters was selected.

Freq•may Range 8 - 30 MHz

Number of Elements 96

Nominal Design Beamwidth 5"

Element Spacing 23 ft

Aperture Weighting 50 dB it Taylor Weighting

Power gain factor -5. 77 dB

Signal-to-noise ratio factor -1.53 dB

Natural 3 dB Beamwidth 1. 14" at 30 MHz

Minimum number of Beams 4

The array synthesis was performed using four, six, eight, and ten beams in the

NEST calculations. The 3 dB beamwidth of the design (minimum number of beams)

Is shown in Figure 32 and the power gain factor and SNR factor are shown in Figure

33.

The power gain factor is always less than unity and represents the reduction

(relative to a uniformly illuminated aperture, I.e. one for which all weighting co-

efficients are unity) in ouiput power caused by the weighting coefficient. Similarly,

the SNR factor Is always less than unity and represents the reduction (relative to a

uniformly illuminated aperture) in SNR caused by the weighting coefficients. If

uniforinly illuminated, the aperture considered for this example would yield a beam-

width of approximately 0. 8' at 30 Mllz. Such a narrow beam would not be suitable

for covering a 5" sector. Since the beamwidth is inversely proportional to the

Vperture length, in order to produce a 5* beamwidth with uniform illumination, it

would be necessary to reduce the aperture by a factor of 6. 25. This would cause an

spproximate 8 dB reduction in SNR (relative to a uniformly illuminated aperture of

the full assumed length), also 13 dB sidelobes, and also would require a new

aperture for each frequency used. From Fig. 33, it can be seen that at 30 MHz, the

use of NESTS causes a similar 8 dB reduction in SNR relative to a uniformly lllu-

m stld 3perture of the full assumed length. ft can be concluded that the NESTS with

Taylor weights do not reduce the system SNR below that which would be produced by

a wulbrmiy illuminated Verture of th,.' same 5" beamwidth. In addition, the NESTS

provide (a) a bearirdwh which in relatively independent of frequency, (b) low slda-

(59)
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lobes (to be discussed shortly) for the rejection of interference and noise, (c) a

large number of antenna elements so as to reduce the effects of construction errors.

The shape of the 3 dB beamwldth for all four designs varied only in very minor

differences. The results are shown below for the 8 - 30 MHz frequency range.

No. of Beams 3 dB Beamwidtk 6 dB Beamwidth

4 4.87" i0.39" 6.09" - 0.270

6 4.90° 0.360 6.220 i.280

8 4.91* 0.350 6.250 : 0.300

10 4.91" + 0.350 6.21+ 0.270

The SNR factor and the power gain factor are summarized in Tables I and 5.

Table 4. Summary of the SNR Factor Calculated
as a Function of Number of Beams and Frequency

SNR Factor (- dB)

Frequency (MHz) 4 Beams 6 Beams 8 Beams 10 Beams

10 2.74 2.83 2.87 2.77
15 4.25 4.32 4.34 4.24
20 5.84 5.85 5.86 5.76
25 7.01 7.02 7.02 6.92
30 7.92 7.93 7.93 7.83

Table 5. Summary of the Power Gain Factor Calculated
as a Function of Number of Beams and Frequency

Power Gain Factor (- d.)

Frequency jMHz) 4 Beams 6 Beams 8 Beams 10 Beams

10 8.20 8.43 8.49 8.39
15 10.72 10.93 10.98 10.94
20 13.22 13.37 13.41 13.38
25 15.12 15.32 15.35 15.32
30 16.68 16.88 16.92 16.90

(62)



The design parameters for array example 1 were used with five beams to design

the NESTS and complete patterns calculated and plotted. The ideal patterns are

shown In Figures 34, 35, and 36 for 8, 16, and 30 MHz, respectively. These

figures show that the sidelobes of the ideal patterns are much lower than the 50 dB

Taylor weights used for the aperture weighting. Also, the main beam response has

a flat top responee at 30 MHz, where the synthesis was referenced. ThI 22 MHz

pattern (not shown) continues to have the flat top response, while at 16 MHz very

little flat top response Is left. At 8 MHz, the response resembles that of the nataral

beam which has increased to 4.275.

2.8.2 Array Example 2

An additional array was selected having the parameters shown below.

Frequency Range 12 - 30 MHz

Number of Elements 128

Element Spacing 20 ft

Nominal Design Bandwidth 60

Aperture Weighting 50 dB N6 Taylor Weighting

Power gain factor -5.77 dB

SNR factor -1. 53 dB

Natural 3 dB Benmwidth 0. 98" at 30 MHz

Minimum Number of Beams 6

'The NESTS for this array were calculated on the basis ot six beams. The ideal
patterns were calculated and Integrated to obtain the average ideal sidelobe level for

three frequencies.

12. 29392 MHz (element s'nacing = 0. 25k),

19. 67028 MHz (element spacing = 0. 4X), and

29. 50542 MHz (element spacing = 0. 6X).

Using the data calculated from the Ideal patterns (average ideal sidelobe level

and the SNR factor) and equation 13, the expected sidelobes were calculated as a

function of total rms Input error for the three frequencies. The expected sidelobes

were plotted and are shown in Figure 37.
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As a further check on the above calculations, an additional Monte Carlo calcula-

tion was undertaken. At each frequency, amplitude and phase errors were selected
from a uniform distribution and were used to modify the array coefficients so as to

simulate an actual array.

It should be noted that the errors cannot be added directly to the final set of co-

efficients as would be done with a natural beam. The NEST coefficients are calcula-

ted as separate beam-forming networks (which they are) and resultizg coefficients
are calculated, which are then combined with the remaining beam-forming networks

to arrive at a final set of coefficients used to calculate the pattern.

The errors used In the simulation were chosen randomly from a uniform distribu-

tion using the following tolerance limits (as defined in Section 2. 4. 1).

(a) the phase error was restricted to ±1. 50 at 30 MHz and reduced linearily with

the frequency ratio;

(b) the amplitude error was restricted to +0. 2 dB at all frequencies.

For each frequency, one set of errors was chosen randomly, the array co-

efficients were modified, and the patterns were calculated, plotted, and integrated so

as to obtain the average sidelobe level for that particular choice of errors. Th'•

plotted ideal patterns and the patterns with the selected errors are shown in Figures 38

through 43 for the three frequencies.

Figure 44 is the error pattern at 29. 5 MHz multiplied by a seven element endfire

pattern. The endfire element spacing is 106 feet, making a planar array of 128 by 7
elements and spacing of 20 by 106 feet. The reduction of average sidelobe level is

readily apparent, even with the endfire grating lobes. A further reduction would be
expected if the element pattern is directive.

A summary comparison of the results shown in Figure 37 which are bpned on

equation 13 with the results obtained from these Monte Carlo calculations is given in
Table 6. Based on this rather limited number of three comparisons, it can be conclu-
ded that the simple formula of equation 13 gives a reaiionably accurate (within 2. 1 dB

for these three comparisons) method for anticipating the average sidelobe level once

the rms ,values for the phase and amplitude errors hP've been established.
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Table 6. Comparison of the Simple Formula (Equation 13) withthe Results obtained from the Monte Carlo Calculations

Freq. Total rms Phase Average Sidelobe
Mathod (MHz) and Amplitude Error Level (dB)

Formula 13 12.3 .0147 -53.1

Monte Carlo 12.3 .0146 -51.0

Formula 13 19.7 .0166 -49.5

Monte Carlo 19.7 .0164 -49.2

Formula 13 29.5 .0200 -45.5

Monte Carlo 2j.5 .0197 -44.6

2.9 BEVERAGE ELEMENT

During the array work, the need for a computer program to predict the relative

pattern of the RADC beverage element became evident. The program was decided

not to be a complete predictor but an approximation which could be compared to the

flight test data taken at Dexter. The basis for the model is taken from the SWRI

work, which consisted of a single wire, which therefore only approximates the

patterns for the RADC multiple wire configuration.

(a) The basic model includes a planar array of isotropic elements

(modified by the directional vector of the signal with respect to the wire).

(b) The elements are assumed to be interconnected by delay lines (the wires)

for which the propagation constant has been found.

(c) The launcher sections are used as summing junctions and for impedance

transformation, as well as for secondary elements.

(d) The impedance matches of the elemnt-,s to the output ports are used to

determine the coefficients of reflection.

(e) The ground reflection constants and the image of the array are assumed

to be known.

2.9.1 Geometry

The geometry of the planar array is based upon the element configuration shown

in Figures 45 anw 46. Assuming the element to consist of J wirea with each wire

segmented Into N equivalent ports, the array contains NJ total ports.
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The reference phase is taken at the common junction of the several wires with

the launcher. Therefore, the signal phase is determined by the distance between

element one and element (n, j) less the launcher length of the ?h wire and is desig-

nated as L(n, J) in Figure 46. The delay of the received signal is the length of the

wire from element (n, J) to either launcher (forward and back traveling waves).

The spacing between equivalent ports is determined by the frequency such that

the spacing does not exceed 0. 1 wavelength for the longest wire or less than 21 ports.

From Figure 46 the physical parameters required during calculations are

W(J) =(Width) (21)

Ad) ARCTAN (LU) / (22)

SO) [(2 W (23)
N-i

2

(Note: N is always chosen odd to ensure an equivalent port at the element apex.)

For IS <- 1

L(n, J) (n-1) SO) and (24)

Aa(nJ) = Ad) (25)

For -< n!N2

L N+1X(n, J) -- + S(J) - j cos(A()) (26)2 1

Y(n,J) = WO) - SO) n - H2tjijen (Ao)) (27)

L(n,J) (X2(n,J) + Y2 (n,J) /2and (28)

Aa(n, j) = Arctan X(n, ) (29)
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2.6 2 Zklcrcal Constants

ITh constants for the wire In the beverage element are:

(a) y tim propagation constant where

Y= + ,

a= the attenuation In nepers/meter,

= the phase constant In radians/meter.

(b) Z0 Is the Impedance of a single wire at the input to the summing junction
(Imawcher area).

(C) ZT is the transformed and parallel impedance at the output of the summing

junction.

(d) K is the reflectkin coefficient of the termination end of the element,

(e) VSWR is the voltage standing wave ratio seen looking Into the element.

The above constants are found by
08 fww2 107 1//2

ro83ff+ 2,l 2\ 4 Wj0 (30)b in

and
2b) 0-71/2

zo0. 832/f + j 2win 2Lh) 4w ) ,P n (31)

where:

f = frequency in Hz

b = the wire diameter in meters

h = wire height above ground

o= 8. 854(10-12)

w 24
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The value of P and Q are found as follows

.00317' h V? (a grouvd conductivity in (32)
r g MHOS/meter)

if:

-1
0 rc0  6 P = [2.54 +1.34r) (33)

>6 p (.707 r -1)
2

r
u2 

r
"0 ýrc5 0. 5 Q -0. 0368 + 1/2 In 1-•- ) +r

Sc c

.5 <res6 Q =[0.56+1.42rc] -1 (36)

•707
r> 6 Q = 7 (37)

C

From which,

= Re [y] in nepers/meter

= I[ Ly] in radians/meter

and

RI =R e[g ] inohms
eo

10 = i1 [Z.] in ohms,

wh',.i4 represent the characteristics of the pseudo-delay lines for the

equivalent ports. The impedance at the termination end would be the parallel

impedance of the wires, or

(81)



Z = (38)

if it were not for the mutual coupling between wires. The empirical relationship

below provides a reasonable value for the physical configuration used

ZT Z 0 (39)
ohms

The reflection coefficient for the line and the ground reflection terms for verti-

cal and horizontal polarizations can then be calculated using th.c equations available

in any standard reference.

The launchers are treated as separate antennas interconnected by Lhe wires

forming a standing wave pattern with an amplitude decreased by the ratio of the

launcher length/element; length.

The ca.rrenL'F for the basic array, the reflected wave from the terminated end,

and the launcher are then summed and the vertical and horizontal ground reflection

constants used to form a two port (antenna and reflection) array spaced twice the

height.

2.9.3 Results

The development was not completed during this time period. The preliminary

results .id.iate excellent agreement with the main lobe compuared to flight test data.

The sidelobe levels are predicted within reasonable limits, however, the sidelobe

structure does not compare primarily in location of nulls.

In addition, before the total program can be used it must be ccnverted to the

AN/GYK-26, as the HIS 6000 Timeshare System will not accept the entire program.

2.10 ARRAY PERFORMANCE

One important measure of an antenna's performance is the ratio of the antenna

output relative to an isotropic antenna, namely the power gain, usually expressed in

dBi. When the an'.enna is used with a system, the system performance is normally

defined by a noise figure and any other parameters vital to the designer (such as the

(82)
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The development was not completed during this time period. The preliminary

results .•.iiate excellent agreement with the main lobe compared to flight test data.

The sidelobe levels are predicted within reasonable limits, however, the sidelobe

structure does not compare primarily in location of nulls.

In addition, before the total program can be used it must be ccnverted to the
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Uf each antma element i one of N Identical units, the total power input to the

mystem Is N times the power delivered by a single input. Thus, the "antenna system"

must be considered to have a p over an Isotrcpic antenna of N times the gain of the

element as found above.

Any further lossee, gains, or SNR deterioration is correctly and properly

assigned to the receiving system. Thus, the beamforming network becomes a part

of the receiving system and it now only becomes necessary to find the system noise

figure.

A. 10.-2 &stem Noise Figuro

For the purpose of this analysis, two assumptions are made: (a) the noise

sources are random, and Independent; and (b) the losses, weighting coefficients,

etc., attenuate the signal and only the excess noise available from the preamplifiers.

To comply with assumption (b), the normally accepted definition of noise power

available at an amplifier output

PN = (KTFB) FaGa, (41)

where Fa Is the amplifier noise factor, Ga is the power gain of tho amplifier, and

KTB is the thermal noise power, will be rewritten to express the excess noise

available above thermal:

PN = (KTB) (I+R), (42)

where: Re -- (GaFa- (43)

From assumption (b), only the noise Re KTB can be attenuated by the coeffi-

cients. This ensures that with high attenuations the resulting noise power Is not

reduced below thermal noise power.

The general array block diagram is shown in Figure 47.
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Referring to Figure 47, and assuming all signals E to have the same amplitude

and phase the output signal voltage is found as,

E Ni EO = ' 1; C(a) (4

1

and the output signal power is

PO =Eo c(n) (45)
N 1

where the summation iunction is assumed constant impedqnce, and C(n) are weighting

coefficients which contain Al losses which might exist between the preamplifier and
the summing junction, such " cable attenuation, mismatch losses, insertion losses,

aperture weighting losses, and power splitting loss (more than one beam). (These

losses do not contain the (1/N) loss of the constant impedance summing junction).

Since the coefficients C(n) only attenuate the excess noise, the output noise

power No is found to be, N

No = KTB 1 + e C jn.. (46)

0 N

Thus, the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR ) is,

SNRo [ ]

KTB +Re F C(n)2]N (47)S~N

To aetermine the noise factor of the system the value

E S2 = E1
2 Ga (48)

Is substituted into equation (47 and the output SNR becomes

[N 2

SNRo = Ga Ei 2  C(n)J (49)

N K71h [ + R N ~h ]

(86)



The definition of noise factor is given as

F /(N IN) (P /P -1 S (50)
00

SNi(0),

From Figure 47 it is seen that the tottl input power to the N port system would

be,

PI = NE 2  (51)

and the noise power input is KTB (thermal noise), thus,

= NE 1
2  (52)

KTh

Substituting equations 49 and 52 into equation 50 the array noise factor /FR)

becomes N N

FR 1 + Re r C(n) (53)FR= G- [Y....j

Solving equation~ 43 for Ga and substituting into equation 53 yields

M, F+eEC(n)
*R =.jI -W1 Fa

(Re + (n) (51)

To determine the noise factor of the system the equation for cascadsd noise factors

F R + Fb- (55)
; GR

can be used where Fb is the noise factor oL the circuits following the summing

junction and GR is the available power gain of the array. The value of G3I is found,
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using equaftoas 45 and 51 as
•C(n)

%= Ga O . (56)

Substituting equations 54 and 56 Into equation 55 the system noise factor (FS)

becomes

F s =2 + e I C F a + a (57)

Re

[W

Equation 57 shows that the system noise factor is reduced by the gain of the pre-

amplific -s, regardless of the losses assom-h" with the values of C(n) or N.

Using the assumption that
N

(1+ C (n)? F 'b b-i (58)
;N I Fa G a

(Re + 1)

as would be the case in a well designed system, the system noise factor (F8 ) becomes

N

F NN e IC( FSFs "N" 1a
N 2 (59)

(Re + 1) [XC(n

if an ideal (lossless) N port array were used with the same preamplifiers, the

output SNR (SNR ideal d be,

2 ;

SNR NE 1 (60)
ideal KTB-

It is then possible to define a signal-to-,aoise ratio factor (SNRF) as the ratio of

the output SNR to that of an ideal beam-forming network:
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SNRF= SNRo . (61)
SNR Ideal

Using the values found by equation 49 and 60 equation 61 becomes,

G InlI, F
SNRF = a .(62)

" t +e n

-N

Cn Lig for G in equation 43 and substituting equation 62 becomes,

SNRF (R [+C1) ] . (63)
-NI[L + -R N n

.4Comparing the valute for the SNRF and the system noise factor (equation 59) it

is seen that the system noise factor is simply,

F a (64

FS (NRF

provi ding that the conditions in the inequality (equation 5b) ace met.

2. 10. 3 Signal-to-noise Ratio Loss

From the preceding discussion it was seen that the noise figure of the system is

increased by the SNR factor (SNRF s 1) of the oeam-forming networlm. Therefore,

it is important to maintain this ratio as near unity as pc.sible. To evaluate the

effect of Re in mairtaining the value of SNRF near unity several examples are given.

2.10.3.1 Re = 0

ee
To evaluate the effect of upon the SNRF the first extreme,

Re 0 (no amplifiers)

is Illustrated. Substituting this value for Re in equation 63 the SNR factor becomes
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r~l 2F I
SNRF= (65)

N2

which is the power gain factor of the beam-forming networks.

The C(n) contain, in there equations, the additional losies (with the exception of

the (I/N) loss) of the beam-forming networks. If the power losses are reresented

by K, then

C(n) AK Cw(n) (66)

where Cw(n) are the aperture weighting coefficients which are not constant element
to elemont.

Then the SNR factor is further reduced as

SNRF = K Cw(n) which is K times the power (67)
Li gain factor of the aperture

_2 weighting used.N-

Referring W Table 5, the power gain factor was found to be -16. 68 to -16. 92 dB

at 30 MHz depending upon the number of beams used. With no insertion loss (K = 1),

the noise figure of the system would be high even with reasonable amplifier noise

figures. For example, using an amplifier noise figure of 4 dB, the system noise

figure would be 21 dB.

2..10.3.2 Re =

Assuming Re =c then the SNR factor becomes

N 2

SNRF= C(n

Li, (68)
N

N Y C(n)
2a

1

and again using C(n) -K Cw(n) then,

N 2SNRF = (69)

N Cw(n)
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Equation 69 shows with Re = , the SNR factor is independent of fixed loss and

depends only upon the aperture weighting used.

Referring to the SNR factors summarized in Table 1, these were found to range

from -7.83 to -7.93 dB at 30 MHz, depending upon the number of beams used. With

the same amplifier assumed above, the best system noise figure would be 12 dB at

30 MHz for the assumed array.

2.10.3.3 Re = Intermediate Values

From the preceding paragraphs, it was seen the SNR factor can vary from the

full power gain factor of the array to the SNR factor of the aperture weighting

function. To further illustrate the effect of Re upon an array the follo,Ang values

were chosen:

(a) SNR factor of the aperture wd;ghc = -7. 90 dB,

(b) power gain factor of the aperture weighting -16. 66,

(c) A 4 dB noise figure amplifier with 30 dB of gain was chosen (Re= 2510), and

(d) K was selected to equal 1 (0 dB losses) and 01 (20 dB losses).

The system noise figure (assuming the amplifier noise figure is a constan I for

various values of Re is shown in Tablt 7.

Table 7. Systeir ý-,!e Figure of an Array as a
Function' Af Excess Noise (Re) and Losses

System Noise Figure (dB)
Re K= 1 (0 dB) K =.01 (-20 dB

0 20.6C 40.66

1 18.19 37.66

10 13.92 30.30

100 12.17 21.16

2510 11.91 13.04

O 11.90 11.90
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2.10.4 &atem rFiure of Merit

Traditionally, the syfiem designer will specify the antenna gain In dBi (gain

above an Isotropic antentm) and a system noise figure. In doing so, he has

essentially defined the output signal-to-noise ratio for a given Incident field at the

antenna (regardless of how that field came into being) that he is willing to accept.

Ignoring external noise to the system, an Isotropic antenna would have an output

SNR of

SNR E 2  , (70)
4r j'KTB)

where E 2 is the power density of the signal in space,

x2 is the capture area of an isotropic antenna.

4 4r

When the gain of the antenna (Gazit) and noise factor of the system (F5 ) are

specified, the output SNR in the same incident field becomes

SNRa= Gau , (71)
4n KTR F

which Is the SNR acceptable to the designer (or at least the value he believes Is

achievable).

The system output SNR when referer-ced to the SNR form from an isotropic

anten•,a would represent a system figure of merit (SFM) which is simply:

SFM = Gant . (72)
Fs

The SFM for the array with embedded preamplifiers is
N 2

G C(n)
SFM= (Re + e 1 .n) (73)

N [1 + ReNEQ)]F
e- E C(n)2 Fa

or
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NF = Ge
SFM (SNRF), (74)

Fa

where Ge is the gain of an antenna element as previously defined.

Use of this SFM would allow the system designer flexibility in the selection of

gains and noise figures, particularly if these paraneters are a function of frequency.

For an example, if the gain of the antenna decreases with decreasing frequency

(below design specifications), the equivalent performance could be achieved by

reducing the noise factor. Therefore, SFM is offered as a system criterion in

place of using both values separately.

2.11 EXTERNAL NOISE

The previous paragraphs have described the design of low sidelobe arrays and

methods for the calculation and maintenance of low noise figure active arrays. This

work used only "he Internal noise, and since many sources believe HF systems are

primarily externally noise limited, this topic should be investigated. The following

is a limited examination of the problem.

2. 11. 1 Directivity and Array Gain

Given an antenna pattern E2 (0, 0) with the peak of tWe main lobe occurring in the

direction (0¢o o0), the "directivity gain" D of the pattern is defined as

D = 4 -T E 2 (0o0o) (75)

fE 2(0, e) d S

where 0 = the vertical angle of arrival

0= the azimuthal angle of arriva!

d S = the differential of solid angle [for the (0, 9) coordinates
employed, d 9 - cos 0 de d@']

and the integral is to be taken over all 4 T steradians of solid angle.

The "dbioctlva gain pattern" P(0, q with respect to an isotropic antenna is

defined as

P(O, 9) 1) DE 2(,0) (6

E2 (00,90)
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It is easily seen that the function P(¢, o) satisfies the fAlowing conditions:

d = 4T (77a)

P(o0,0) = D. (77b)

Note that If only the shape of the antenna pattern is known and represented by the
function f(0, 0), then the directive gain pattern P(, 4 is easily constructed by
employing the normalization condition of equation 77a, namely,

P(, e) = ±4nf(C2L (77c)
P 0f(, e) d S2

The "power gain function" G(iA 0) of an antenna, with respect to an isotropic

antenna, is defined as

G(0, 0) = oP(0, e), (78)

where a = the efficiency of the antenna.

If a signal arrives from the (¢'0 0) direction, the output signal power is propor-

tional to the value G( , es ). The external noise signals arrive from all angles, and
the output external noise power is therefore proportional to the integrated value of
the product of G(0, e) and the angular noise distribution 4(4 8).

2. 11.2 Angular Noise Distribution

The external noise power PN at the output of an antenna is obtained from

P KTB/G(¢, 8) ý (0, 4 d 2 (79)

where 4 (0, 0) = the angular distribution of the external noise factor.

Tradltio-mfly, the external noise factor is taken as an isotropic distribution

given by

4 (0,8) = FCCIR, (80)
4T

where KTB FCCIR- the commonly used CCIR noise level at the antenna location
(the CCIR measurements were made with a short vertical
monopole over a good ground screen).
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From equations 77a, 78, 79, and 80 it is seen that P is proportional to the antenna

efficiency

(KTB) FCC (1
PN 4KTi F R (8, 0) d = cY(KTB)F C(IR.

2.11.3 Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The simple system of a single antenna driving a single receiver is considered

first. When a radio signal arrives from the direction ( 0o 0) of the main lobe with a

power density E , the "signal to internal (thermal) noise ratio" is given by

Signal to internal noise ratio = G(o, eo) 2X24 (82)4 T

KTh FS

where FS, = noise factor for the receiving system.

The "external noise to internal (thermal) noise ratio" is obtained by employing

equation 79:

to ~ noie -(KTB)JLG(O,~ 4 (0, d2
External noise to internal noise ratio = (KB 8(s) ( df

(KTB) FS

The total noise level against which background the signal is to be detected is the

sum of the internal and external noises. The signal to total noise ratio (SNR) is then

given by

signal internal noise
__ __ __ __ (83a)= internal noise 4- external noise 1 + external noise
internal noise

Substituting equations 82 and 83 into 83a, gives

SNR= G(o 4,) T (84)

KTB [FS 1fG(, e) 4 (0,e) d S]
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From equation 84, it is seen that if the antenna were 100% efficient

[G(¢, 0) = P(0, 0)], if the noise were isotropic, and if the power density and the A

system noise factor were held constant, the only way to increase the SNR would be

to increase the directivity gain (at the employed wavelength).

Equation 84 holds for the simple receiving system which consists of a single

antenna driving a single receiver. For a receiving array containing N identical

elements all aligned with the same spatial orientation (i. e., all pointing in the same

direction), the gain of the array is N Ge and

G(006) - N Ge, (85)
00

where Ge = gain of individual antenna element.

(If Gant (0, C is gain function for the individual antenna elements*,

then Gant ('0, 00) =Ge)

It is also possible to write

G(0o' 0o, = 0 P(00 ,o) = 0 , D. (86)

so that the efficiency of ra of the antenna array system becomes

NC

S= e. (87)

The signal to total noise ratio for the antenna array system with a noise factor

FS as given by equation 55 is then

N G
SNR N e (88)

KTB [ S ++NGe f P(¢,1 €(0,,0) d
D

*It is assumed that Cant(0, 0) is the power gain function for an Individual antenna

element when it is immersed in the array so that all mutual couplings of the antenna

element with its neighbors are automatically included in Gant' It is further assumed

that all antenna elements have the same Gant(0, 0). If measurements should show

that antenna elements near the edges of the array have power gain functions different

from those of the elements near the middle of the array, then these calculations

would have to be generalized to recognize those differences.
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For equations 85 through 88, it has been assumed that the radio signal is
arriving from the direction of the main lobe of the individual antenna elements and

also that the signals all arrive In phase at the input ports of the summing junction,

i. e. that the signal is also arriving on the boresight of the antenna array. To

generalize equation 88 so as to treat signals which arrive from an arbitrary

direction (0 a ' ), let the power gain function for the individual antenna elements be

Gant(0, 6) and the beam-forming array factor be AF(O, 0). This "arraying factor" is

defined in a manner similar to that used in defining "ideal arraying factor" in

Section 2. 7. 1, namely

AF(=,0) ICnexp [ n (0'O)]1 2 , (89)

Z Cn 2

where *n (, 8) the phase angle of the signal which arrives at the nth input
port of the summing junction when the signal is generated by
a plane radto wave arriving from the (0, e) direction,

Cn amplitude weighting coefficients as defined by the discussion
which immediately follows Figure 47.

The power gain function Gant (0, ) for the individual antenna elements has a

maximum value G , and the arraying factor has a maximum value of unity. Tiee
desired generalization of equatfon 88 is then

N G (0 1s' AF (0s' (2 •2 X1
LTRa ant a, a, . e) - •)

NC (0qeAFT (90)

KTB[FS +.NG ef JP(¢, e) ¢(e) d Z
D

If the power gain function Gant (A e) of the Individual antennas in the array is

known and If the arraying factor AF (€4 e) is also known, the directive gain pattern

P(O, 0) and the directivity gain D can be calculated using equations 77b and 77c:

p(¢,e) = 4,G (0, e) AF (0, 0)

P(,)- aat ,(91)
fGant (0, 0) AF (0, 4 d Q

D = Maximum value of P (iA 0). (92)
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If the antenna elements are arrayed so that the maximum value (unity) oj the

arraying factor AF (0, 6) occurs in the direction of the main lobe of the individual

antenna elements (as would usually be the case for a linear array If the array were

not steered away from boreh~ht)*, then in place of equation 92,

D 4 r Go L93)

G ant (0, 8) AF (0, )d Q

Substiteting equations 91 and 92 into equation 90 gives the somewhat simpler

equation for an unsteered antenna array

SNRa(unsteered) = Nant (0 s, Is) AF (Osl0 ) (94)

KTB [FS + N Gant (0, 0) AF (0, 0) 4(A ) d 01

If the arraying system is steered away from boresight, then the SNR must be

calculated from the more general formulas 90, 91, and 92. In addition to the other

undesirable effects which occur with a steered array, there will also be a reduction

in SNR because the main lobe of the aW=na element will not coincide with the main
lobe of the arraying factor; there will be a consequent reduction of the directivity

gain D.

It should also be noted that the concept of "system noise figure" is well defined

by IEEE standards for electronic systems which have only one input port and one

output port. However, for an antenna array which contains several input ports, the

concept of "system noise figure" becomes less well defined, and a definition of sys-

tem noise factor which is somewhat different from that given by equation 55 might be
used. The basic equations 90 and 94 would have to be modified if an equation dif-
ferent from equation 55 were employed to define the system noise factor FS.

From equation 90, it can be seen that the system will be limited by external

noise of

FS <<NGe p(9) s(0,e) d . (95), D

Under these cond'tions, if a plane wave radio signal arrives from the boresight
direction (0oB), equation 90 reduces to eqc.ation 88 as it shbvuld.
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ff this inequality is satisfied, then the SNR _annot be improved by reducing the

Internal thermal noise level of the amplifiers, etc. ff inequality (95) Is revereed,

t&4 system Is internally noise ILLnited; this situation could occur If for example the

efficiency of the individual antenna elements were very low. Nf this were the case,

then an improvement in SNR could be obtained by either reducing the internal noise

level by using more efficient antenna elements*. The system could also become

internally noise limited if the noise distribution* (0, 0) were highly directive and if

the directive gain pattern P (0, e) discriminated against those directions from which

the main external noise signal were coming.

In any event, to ascertain system performance it is necessary to obtain a

reasonable estimate of the angular noise distribution * (0, e). Since the large

aperture, low sidelobe array has a very directive pattern, it Is possible that this

directive pattern could exclude much of the CCIR noise at a given location if that

noise were found to be originating primarily from directions outside of the main

beam of the antenna array. Under such circumstances the external noise values

applicable to the receiving system could possibly be well below the values given by
CCIR.

*or by increasing the density of the
inefficient elements (I..e.,increase N)
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3. 0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

From 1 May 1973 to 30 April 1974, GTE Sylvania Incorporated, ESG-WD,

provided engineering field services in support of RADC's experimental HF FM/CW

backscatter system in Dexter, New York. These experimentalotheoretical inwvstiga-

tios were primarily concerned with testing and evaluating the performance of the

system and with the design of large aperture, low sidelobe arrays.

The measurement and analysis of the beam-forming networks and field com-

ponents of the receiving array showed that

(a) an input cable (approximately 1000 feet) was short by one wavelength

(at 30 MHz),

(b) large VSWRs were again present in the BFN as a result of loose

mechanical connections,

(c) the new phasing and delay cables were incorrectly Installed,

(d) manual signal measurements are not sufficiently reliable for accurate

BFN calculations, even those measurements using semiautomatic

measuring techniquer.

As a result of this latter activity, it is recommended that fully automatic BFN

measuring equipment, including a permanently installed field calibration system be

installed.

Computer software for the RADC CDC 1700 (located at the DRC) should be

redesigned and implemented for detailed analysis of the BFN measurements. The

difficulties encountered during extensive computation ob the CDC 1700 computer and

the subsequent discovery of the deficiency of the "float point" software make further

work of this type on the CDC 1700 unadvisable. It is recommended that these pro-

grams be translated, from the CDC 1700 Fortran to the new AN/GYK-26 being

installed at the DRC.

It is recommended that the statistical development for beam-forming network

design for sidelobe control and prediction be continued for multiple beam and planar

arrays to include element patterns if possible.
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A oomputer model of the beverage element used at Dexter should be developed.

The major •.culty encountered was the limitation of the HIS 6000 Timesharing

was Inadequate to finish the work. It is recomumded this development be continued

using the CDC 1700 or the AN/GYK-26 located at the DRC.

A limited analysis of the effeot of external noise on the output SNR was per-

formed With the use of the array at Dexter, a study should be made to evaluate

the effect of directivity In reducing the effect of external noise.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION.

The following report covers the trvp made to the RME overseas

site during the period 14 July to 9 August 1973. The trip was made pri-

marily to investigate two major problem areas:

I) the cause of the high Minimum Discernible Signal (MDS)

experienced by the RME system, and

2) the cause of the "synchronization problem" between the

receiver and transmitter sites with the alleged loss of

accurate timing with respect to world time standards.

In addition to the above problems, the following probler and

general areas were to be observed:

I) the "connector problem",

2) general maintenance procedures and level of per-

formance,

3) general operational procedures, and

4) any general areas where system performance

could be improved.

Because of limited time available, a further stipulation was not to

engage in any maintenance or repairs of the RME system or tests of auxili-

ary equipment, unless directly related to the definition of the immediate

problems.

To accomplish the above tasks the investigation was done in two

parts:

1) complete testing of the RME receiver system and

auxiliary receiving equipment used by the system

(e.g. , multicouplers, amplifiers, etc. ) and the

transmitter equipment. These tests were conducted

to determine if problem was hardware induced; and
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1.0 -- Continued.

2) if no hardware problems are found, then on-air tests

to observe the noise sources causing high MDS read-

ings and if any found, determine if they are independent

"or signal- related.

I would like to express my appreciation to all the unit personnel

for the excellent cooperation and assistance received during the trip and

particularly to.,

SQN. LDR. C. I. Johnson

SGT. S. Weller

JT B. Ward

Without their !ielp the tests wc'uld never have been accomplished.

Z. 0 CONCLUSIONS.

An overall conclasion made from this trip is that all unit personnel

are making a dedicated and professional effort to operate, analyze/report

and maintain the system for peak performance. The following specific

conclusions cover the areas of interest.

2. 1 High MDS.

1) The equipment is in generally good to excellent condition

and is now operating with specified or better performance

(with one major and some minor reservations, none of

which directly relate to the MDS problem).

2) The level of ground wave at the receiver site can limit

system performance simply by rising to a level which

exceeds the available receiver dynamic range. In

addition, it presently increases the probability of inter-

modulation distortion and cross-modulation products.
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2. 1 -- Continued.

The ground wave averages approximately -50 dBm with

recorded peak values of -30 dBm during the summer.

Since the transmitted broadband noise floor is 100 dB or

greater below the transmitted signal, the inband noise

floor, at operational ranges, is set by the receiver to

approximately 102 dB below the strongest received signal

in the preselector bandwidth. Therefore, under normal

operating conditions the average vaiue (-50 dBm) would

limit the MDS to -152 dBm. While the peak value (-30

dBm) would limit the MDS to -132 dBm, the previous

data collected on ground wave strength would indicate

this peak level is very rarely attained.

3) An external, non-system related noise which could limit

the system performance was observed at -130 to -135 dBm

signal levels. While this noise was found to be external

to the system, no statistical data, other than the limited

numbers below, were collected during the short time

available.

The source of this noise is unknown. However, it does

appear to be an OTH i.-ise 6ource, since it has a short

term cyclic period of . 5 to 2 minutes with a much longer

period superimposed upon this (period not identified) and

was not observed on frequencies which were 8 to 10 MHz

above the 3000 KM MUF, This noise, during the on-air

testing perforined, restricted the MDS to values above

-140 dBm.

4) A signal related noise was observed with a relative timeI delay centered at 150 KM, which, in conjunction with a

large ground wave signal, could cause problems within

the receiver. However, no evidence of this noise causing
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2. 1 -- Continued.

problems at operational ranges was found during the

limited teating done.

5) A further source of noise which could set a lower limit

in achievable MDS is the spurious responses generated

in the transmitter due to blower motors, etc. The .e

spurious are not at integer values of 50 Hz and thus

tend to cause a peaking of the noise between PRF lines,

which, since the fax recorder responds to peak values,

results in a 'orresponding increase in displayed noise.

However, the meaoured level of this spurious is such

that they are not considered to be the cause of the high

MDS values reported.

6) Local noise may become a problem in the near future,

as new construction would indicate the city is expanding

in the direction of the site. Since local noise is generated

in the near vicinity of the receive antenna, the noise

signal is propagated as a "Surface Wave". The effect of

ground is to reduce the received signal strength below

free space propagation loss. This reduction becomes

negligible and indep,--dent of polarization as the height

of the two antennas approaches one wave length above

the ground. The present antenna system is 2 to 4 wave-

lengths above ground and will be more susceptible to

this threat than a low profile antenna.

2. 2 Synchronization Problem.

1) The severity of the problem was not found to be as great

as pre-trip briefings had indicated. These estimates

were that the time code generator- v-as typically up to

several seconds in error with respect to world time

standards.
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- -Continued. -

Presently, each operating shift checks thL Time Code

Generator against a world standard time signal. The

maximum deviation, personally observed, was 40

milli-seconds (one PRF period at 25 Hz operation).

2) There is a hardware problem which at present does

require a small slewing of the Time Code Generator

to compensate. Unfortunately, the action of the advance/

retard controls on the Time Code Generator is somewhat

misleading and operators under pressure to complete

QSYs quickly, occasionally slew the clock the wrong

way, thereby compounding the sync problem. Stan-

dardized operating procedures and modifying the advance/

retard controls should do much to alleviate the problem.

2. 3 General Areas.

1) No connector probleri.s were encountered during this trip.

Site personnel indicated that only three (3) connectors

had exhibited the described symptoms, It was rzcor•erended

that cold solder joints should be considered as a possible

problem before extensive connector relocation or replace-

ment be undertaken.

2) No observaticns of the general maintenance procedures

were made, as the testing r4ne during this trip disrupted

any normal maintenance schedules. However, considering

the fact that receiver oscillations below 15 MHz were found,

this would indicate the system has not bee periodically

checked.

The receiver IF instability found would indicate additional

checks, besides off-air MDS readings, are required to
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2.3 --Continued. i

verify the more subtle system parameters (e. g., IMD

product levels).

3) No observations of the general operating procedures

were made, as the testing done during this trip dis-

turbed the normal operating schedules. The one

operational and maintenance procedure observed (and

tested) was reliance on the Lorch receiver to:

a) check clear channels,

b) detect interference on the operational frequency,

and

c) in conjunction with the Saicor analyz(:r and a

fax recorder test the antenna for IMD and

cross -modulation.

Unfortunately, due to the Lorch receiver performance

degradation, this procedure resulted in:

a) many unnecessary and time consuming QSYs,

and

b) extensive antenna maintenance which may or

may not have .een necessary.

3.0 RECOMMENDA T IONS.

3.1 High MDS.

1) Reduce the large ground wave signal level present, with

all the attendant problems by decoupling the sites to a

much greater extent than they are presently. This greater

decoupling could be achieved by either moving one site

or through antenna design.
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3.1 -- Continued.

2) To reduce the OTH noise, the receiver site must be

capable of discriminating against unwanted signals.

This can only be accomplisherd through the reduction

of the antenna sidelobe structure to an acceptable level,

provided the noise source is not located in the target

area. Assuming the noise is entering the system

through the sidelobe structure of the array, the side-

lobes will require a 20 dB minimum reduction from
the present levels.

3) Further identification and characterization in terms of

amplitude, spectrum and frequency of occurrence of

the signal-related noise should be performed.

4) The spurious lines in the transmitters should be reduced,

at least to the levels found during the original acceptance

tests on the equiipment. Additional on-air spectrums

should be n:- de at various frequencies to verify the

results obtained at the single frequency tested.

3.2 Synchronization Problem.

1) Det.aine thr. source of the hardware problem. The

investigation into this 7roblem has already commenced.

2) Institute the different synchronization procedures to

reduce the effects of the hardware problem until it is
foutnd. Such procedures were started by the unit, but
some diligence will be required until these become

r routine.

3) To alleviate some operator confuston, make a minor

modification ti- the Timr Code Generator to standardize

the function of the ADVANCE/METARD contrAls.
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3.2 -- Continued.

In the Demodulator controller the switch has the common

use that ADVANCE, for example, does indeed advance

the Local Oscillator timing in range.

In the Time Code Generator, unfortunately, ADVANCE I
means to retard the Time Code Generator. (This is

standard TCG Logic. The theory being that the World

Time Standard Pulse, as seen on ail oscilloscope

synchronized to the TCG IPPS output, is ADVANCED

by retarding the TCG, hence, the inverse logic.) Even

though it is explainable, it does cause operator confusion.

3.3 General Areas.

1) Inspect the three (3) connectcrs for loose or cold solder

joint connections. This will require removing the in-

sulation from the connection and the wire from the

connector, to install new insulation. This %ould be a

minor operation to determine if the changing or relocating

of the connectors is actually required.

2) After the receiver IF is realigned, the tests made during

this trip should be redone and curves (see system test)

generated. These curN-ts could then become a base line

reference to which periodic tests could be compa'ed.

In this manner gain, noise figure, and IMD perfotmance

degradation could easily be identified.

3) Greater reliance on the MDS readings and RIME fax

display, in conjunction with the interference monitor,

shoula be used, not the Lorch receiver, before starting

a QSY. In addition, the Lorch receiver should be repaired

or replaced before being used for any further antenna

testing.
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3.3 -- Continued.

4) The Rockland Synthesizer should be returned for repair

as it is understood that Rockland has admitted to a

design flaw. The site has developed a reasonable sib-

stitute for the calibrator by using the Display Parameter

in the system software. By adjusting the DP level to

obtain a uniform shade of grey, a close correlation to

MDS can be made. This technique can be used until the

synthesizer is returned.

5) Some provision should be made to cool the preamplifier

during tht; summer. The temperature was high during

the test-., which apparently degraded the preamplifier

performazuce. If the performance were to deteriorate

even further during hotter days, this could present a

problem with intermodulation and cross -modulation

products.

6) The rf switch and directional coupler on the calibrator

chassis should be relocated. The new location should

be in the vicinity of the receiver input. This would have

the additional advantage that the rf input cable is not

routed through an extra cabinet.

7) The patch panel connections for the various systems

Should be tested for cross-coupling on critical cables.

4.0 SYSTEM TESTS.

While the cause of the high MD5 was the primary concern, the

equipment was fully tested to determine if the cause could be equipment

induced. The results of these testo show the equiprment to be in good to

excellent condition (with some exceptions, which did not affect this inves-

tigation). Only under very high signal levels woule, the system be limited
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4. 0 -- Continued.

by the hardware. The groundwave which was found to be quite high duriuig

the present investigation (-50 to -60 dBm) was not limiting. However,

levels reported in the past, up to -30 dBm, would degrade system per-

formance.

The general systo-m parameters found are as follows:

1) Two-tone dynamic range 104 dB (I Hz).

2) Receiver noise figure (including multicoupler) 14 to lI dB.

3) IMD products (in-band to IF) 69 to 84 dB below maximum

useable output.

(Note: This is an area where the system was not

operating normally due to IF amplifier instability. Talks

with the receiver designer indicate this may be an

amplifier termination problem due to the recent field

installation of the new IF Bandpass fi!ters. The

designer will be on site to install the new receiver and

will correct this problem. The IMD producti should

then be greater than 80 dB below the maximum useable

output.)

4) Power Gain (with new video amplifier) 67 dB (at zero

dB IF attenuation) which represents a 6 dB loss from

the gain measured during acceptance testing.

5) Cable loss and coupling consistent with type and length

indicating no deterioration.

6) The preamplifier was found to have:

a) Noise figure -- apparently near specification (5 dB)

b) Gain of 10 dB (11 dB specification)

c) Third order intercept +28 dBrm (specification is

+50 dBm). This deterioration probably can be
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4.0 -- Continued.

attributed to heating of the unit. The amplifier

was found to be sensitive to heat during the

original installation tests, and an attempt to

heat sink the unit was made at that time.

7) Receiver antenna array -- in excellent electrical

condition, no indication of noise or IMD generation at

levels up to 0 dBm input.

8) Transmitter purity

a) Wideband noise bpose greate- than 100 dB down

(and falling) beyond +200 Hz.

b) Spurious output high, causing the noise between

PRF lines to have a "peaking" characteristic

which appears darker on the system Fax recorder.

c) Narrow-band noise (±l2.5 Hz) 80 to 85 dB down

(would limit the system clutter to noise ratio (at

25 Hz PRF) to this range in area of strong ground

backscatter).

9) Transmitter antenna array -- appears to be in excellent

( �electrical condition, as on-air spectrum is duplicate of

transmitter spectrum.

4. 1 System Calibrator.

The receiver checks had to be delayed until the system calibrator

was corrected. It was found the calibrator output was dependent upon

whether the chassis was in or out of the rack. Either condition is equally

likely as the switch for on-air/off-air operation is lo:ated inside the chassis

as opposed to on the front panel. Two sources of this feed through were

found.

All



4. 1 --c ontinued.

The first and most variable was traced to the r-f Lwitch (which

selects either the on-air signal or a 50 ohm load for off-air). The +28

VDC power line was not b yassed and picked-up sufficient calibrator signal

to feed through the switch at the -145 to -150 dBm level, dependent upon

chaosis location. This problem was temporarily corrected by placing a

capacit.or between the +28 VDC input to the switch and the switch ground.

The second source was cable coupling between the r-f input to the

receiver and the calibrator output from the local oscillator. The output of

the local oscillator is at -10 dBm while the input to the receiver is expected

to reach -157 to -160 dBm. These cables were laced tightly together for a

distance of 6 to 8 feet. The coupling was down 145 dB resulting in a -155

dBm feed through level. The solution to this was to cut the lacings and re-

route the r-f line to a safer location.

A more permanent solution to these problems would be to re-

locate the r-f switch and directional coupler to a location nearer the receiver

input. This would have the added advantage of eliminating the routing of

the input r-f lead in and out of an extra cabinet where stray signals can be

picked up. This is desirable since the r-f input is the input to the system

and should be maintained as clean as possible. In addition, the calibrator

signal, in the vicinity of the receiver input, would be at low levels consistent

with the r-f level.

4. 2 Receiver Checks.

The receiver checks were made using the test set-up shown in

Figure 1.

SYNTH. Z DoIGuIRAw

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Test Set-Up Used to Make Receiver CheCks.
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4.2 -- Continued.

The test prccedure, after eliminating feed-through around the

input attenuators, is to increase the signal input level in successive steps.

At each step, the wave analyzer was used to measure the signal level, of

each tone, the noise output, and the IMD product level. In addition, the

system calibrator was used and site personnel rii;de an MDS check 3n the

fax.

The results of these tests are shown in the following figures:

Figure (2) -- is the composite performance of the receiver at

24. 270 MHz without the new audio amplifier.

Figure (3) -- is the composite performance of the receiver at

24. 270 MHz with the new audio amplifier.

Figure (4) -- is the summary of the data shown in figures (2)

and (3) including the MDS data taken from the fax in

CW and FM/CW mode. For the IMD products, two

curves are shown:

a) the IMD ratio (signal output level to IMD product

level) at maximum output level (ADC raturation

level), and

b) the IMD ratio at the maximum dynamic range

level, the level at which no further signal-to-

noise ratio improvement is achieved. Limit

established in the first mixer by L. 0. noise.

From the results of these tests, it was recommended the audio

amplifier be left in permanently and the IF attenuation be left at 10 dB, and

use the R-F attenuator to prevent receiver overloading at an output of ±4. 0

Vpp (this leaves an overload margin of 8 1B for peak values while retaiaing

the full system capability). This choice was the best compromise between

IMD products, sensitivity (1MDS) and the analog to digital converter dynamic

range. This recommendation was accepted and implemented.
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-00 RECZIVER IND PROOUCTS RATIO0, / -.. TO OUTPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AS A

FUNCTION OF IF ATrF•4UATOR

of /0 AP~DIO AMPLIFIER IN

A AUDIO AMPLIFIER OUT

-MAXIMUM OUTPUT
"--- HAXIMUM DYNAMIC RANGE

FREQUENCY 24.270 Nlz

60

SNOTE THIS OUTPUT AbOVE A/D
"CONVERTER INPUT LIMIT.
MAXIMUM DYNAIIC RANGE

40 IS NEVER REACHED WITH

AMPLIFIER IN AND 0 dB
ATTENUAT ION.

I I - - - - _ _ _ - -
-140 ~ ' SYSTEM MOS AND NOISE FIGURES

.3 AS A FUNCTION OF IF ATTENUATORj30 .T

0- NOS IN dBm (CW MODE)

""25 -5 2- SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE (CW M(DE)"- 150

U--RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE

20 -MOS IN dim (FM MODE)

A --- SYSTEM NOISE FIGURE (FM MODE)
S• 15 AUDIO AMPLIFIER IN

FREQ.UENCY 24.270 MHz

-16o'
0 10 20 30

IF ATTENUATOR

Figure 4. Summary of Data Shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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i, -Continued,

E.xamination of Figures (2), (3), and (4) shows the IMD products

f0i tht- IF attenuation of 0, 10, Z0 d1l are still generated by the IF amplifier.

No, .videne of the output amplifier or the new audio amplifier producing

rMD products was found. rhe [MD products found using 30 dB of IF' attenui-

Sijon are mnostiy the cuinposite of' IF and RF and further increases would

4witch completely to the RF section generating the products.

The receiver was tested against Z0. 270 MHz and the results shown

in Figure (5) and surimarized in Figure (6). These results show the system

Lo operate in a much worse condition than Z4. Z70 MHz. Particularly in

rcspect to the IMD products. In fact, at maximum dynamic range output

with 10 rIB of IF attenuation, the IMD ratio is 15 dB worse.

In light of these results, the recommendation for receiver operation

id still valid, as this performance was found to be the result of IF amplifier

instability, This instability is the tendency of the IF amplifler to oncillate,

depen.ding upon the r-f frequency to which the receiver is tuned. Since this

is ,in abnormal c ondition, it itm recommuiended this condition be corrected

instarI (if tolerated. ThLs recommendation is further titrengthened, since

1he, receiver [F was found to o.cillate at any and all frequencies below 15

MHz. Hence, no teits were made in this band of operation. The oscillation

is a typical spurious type oscillation:

a) no fixed frequency or amplitude,

1)) dependent upon where external loading (a hand

for exampic) im placed, or

I. deprendent upon component position.

rhe appare.rnt cause of this instability (or at least the units without

which oscillation ceases) are the new IF bandpass filters. The subject was

nout pursued any furtber tiince, major maintenance was not the intent of this

trip, except where, required to test the system. In addition, the receiver

(,(-Aign (vngincer is o.xpvcted within a few weeks and this scented an appro-

prtate problem for hin to tackle.
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80 I

- RECEIVER I1O PRODUCTS RATIO"TO OUTPUT SIGNAL LEVEL AS A
"FUNCTION OF IF ATTENUATOR

O /0 e"
AUDIO AMPLIFIER IN

2 /

./ ---- AX I MUM OUTPUT

"-•*,---MAX IMJM DYNAMIC RANGE
6 0 4r660 FREQUENCY 20.270

50 .1

4o

-1o

30 RECEIVER NOISE FIGURE AS A

Cj FUNCTION OF IF ATTENUATOR.

"2 25 • FREQUENCY 20.270 MHz
-150 - - I

.,- 20

J 1 5

0 10 20 30
IF ATTENJATOR

Figi-re 6. Summary of Receiver Tests Against Z0. 270 MHz.
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4.2.1 Summary.

The receiver was found to.have excellent characteristics and to be

in general good repair. (With the one exception that oscillations, highly

visible on the fax, were present below 15 MHz operation.) That the site per-

sonnel were unaware of this conditlon is most likely explained by the fact

that with no nighttime operation, no frequencies below 15 MHz were used.

As seen in Figure (3), the receiver noise figure remains good at

20 dB IF attenuatik.n the system noise figure increases slightly. This rise

is caused by the combination noise figure of the digital processor and the

reduction of receiver gain. The noise figure of the digital processors are

approximately: (a) 61 dB for the CW processor, and (b) 56 dB for the FM/

•W processor. Once the receiver was checked, then it was used as test

equipment to verify the performance of the remaining equipment.

4. 3 Multicouplers.

The performance of the multicouplers was tested using the test

co,-figuration shown in Figure (7).

SYNTH ATTENUATOR

""EQUARL IABLE H)LTI- VM IABLE TO
4F - 25 Hz PLT'j ATTENUATOR COUPLER "LATTENUATORý RECEIVER

4FLU KE 4ARIABLE(A()
SYNTH [ATTNUATOR

(a) TEST CONFIGURATION FOR IMD, NOISE FIGURE AND GAIN TEST
AT 24,270 MHz

~RAC KING
GENERATOR

M LT II-
COLIPL ER

(b) TEST CONFIGURATION FOR GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY

Figure 7. Block Diagram of Multicoupler Tests.
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4.3 -- Continued.

In each case, Figure (7a) and (T,), the test configuration was

tested using a short connection in place of the multicoupler (a barrel

adaptor). Then a multicoupler was inserted and tested.

The procedure in testing for noise figure and IMD products was:

1) Set the output of the iso-T (E) to -5 dBm;

2) Put 80 dB attenuation in attenuator (A);

3) Put 0 dB attenuation in attenuator (B); and

4) LUsing the wave analyzer, determine the signal output

level, noise level and IMD products, if any. At this

point, the noise level and signal level are compared to

determine the change, if any, of the noise figure of the

combination;

5) Remove 10 dB attenuation from attenuator (A);

6) Put I) dB attenuation in attenuator (B), which keeps the

input to the re-eiver a constant while increasing the

input to the multicouplers;

7) Using the wave analyzer, observe the change in gain

and IMD products.

The above procedure was continued until -5 dBm input to the multi-

coupler was reached. No change in gain or IMD products, from -80 dBm

to -5 dBm, were observed.

The procedure used in the tests to obtain the gain as a function of

frequency was to replace the multicoupler (Figure 7b) with a barrel adaptor

and photograph the output of the H. P. Spectrum Analyzer over the frequency

range of 0 to 50 MHz. This photograph is then the calibration of the tett

cables used. A multicoupler is then inserted and another photograph taken.

The difference between these photographs is the gain as a function of fre-

quency of the multicouplers. The results of these tests are summarized in

Table I.
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TABLE I

MULTICOUPLER PERFORMANCE

INPUT HIGH-BAND LOW-BAND

-2 Dbm OUTPUT GAIN OUTPUT GAIN

TEST CABLE INPUT

FREQ. LOSS (Db) Dbm Dbm Dh DbM Db

5 0.4 -2.4 -1.1 1.3 -1.1 1.3

10 0.8 -2.8 -1.5 1.3 -1.5 1.3

15 1.2 -3.2 -1.8 1.4 -1.8 1.4

20 1.5 -3.5 -1.9 1.6 -1.9 1.6

25 1.7 -3.7 -2.1 1.6 -2.2 1.5
30 1.9 -3.9 -2.3 1.6 -2.6 1.3

MEAN 1.5 1.4

No noticable effect on system noise figure, therefore,

specification N\F of 8 Db, with measured gains is

reasonable. No discernable IMD products at -5 Dbm input.
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4.3 -- Continued.

During the tests using Figure (7a), indications of coupling between

multicouplers were observed. Therefore, Figure (7b) was modified to Vse

the Tracking Generator to drive the low-band nAulticoupler and the output of

the high-band multicoupler was observed on the spectrum analyzer (all

unused inputs or outputs were terminated). The coupling was found to be

greater than 75 to 80 dB and deemed to be no problem.

4.4 Patch Panel.

Since the original tests had ,nown a definite coupling, the problem

was found in the patch panel. The output of each mulficoupler (High-Band

and Low-Band) for use with the system were contained within the same panel

block (vertically). The coupling hare was approximn.'ely 40 dB and definitely

presented problems. This was corrected, immediately, by moving the high-

band output to another patch panel port where the isolation was tested to be

greater than 80 dB.

Since any further checks would have been outside the frame of

reference for these tests, no further pursuit of patch panel coupling was

made. However, it was recormmended a similar check of patch panels be

made for the other systems in use.

Before the tests using the H. P. Spectrum Analyzer were made,

it was determined the analyzer was out-of-calibration and accjustment. This

condition was known by site personnel and a calibration chart was in the

process of being made. Instead, the unit was calibrated and adjusted and

a short training demonstration was given for site personnel.

4.5 Cable Loss and Amplifier Performance.

The cable loss from the beamforming buildings and the main

building were then measured using the configuration shown in Figure (8).
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4.5 -- Continued.

(a) ONLY CABLE LSE

.LK FLUkE VARLI CABLE IL TNERSBLE

(b) ONLY CABLE LOSSES

FLU KE VAR I Ad3 LE AMPLI F IER, 1BOONTON
Figur ATrENU8Te CABLES, FILTERS, Gn r s

TereoRELAYS, ETCo, V

buligt miti cntn npt( I fo h al, 1 ~ o

BOONlTON

(b) ALL LOSSES OR GAINS

Figure 8. Test Configu•ration to Measure the Gains or Losses
from Bearrforming Building to Main Buile'ng.

The procedure was to use the Boonton VTVM in the beamformer

building to maintain a constant input (0 dBm for the cable, -10 dBm for

the amplifier) to the circuit under test as the frequency was changed. The

Boonton in the main building was used to record the output. The two Boon-

tons were then calibrated using a common source to obtain the correction

factor for the readings. It should be noted for any future tests, the Boonton

VTVM's read differently for the same input signal depending on whether 50
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4. 5 -- Continued.

or 60 Hz power is used. Therefore, the correction factor should be ob-

tained for the appropriate line frequency used during the test.

The cable losses measured as a function of frequency are shown

in Figure (9). The summary of cable losses, amplifier gain and overall

gain/loss from the beamformer output to the multicoupler input are tabu-

lated in Table IL

The amplifier noise figure and IMD products were checked using

the configuration used for the multicoupler (Figure 7a) except for moving

the set-up to the beamforming building and using the cable back to the

receiver.

The noise figure for the system was measured at 13 dB (24,270

MH-). The input of the system being taken as the output of the final 4-way

combiner i:a the bearmformer.

This noise figure, when combined with the measured gain through

to the receiver and the receiver noise figure, shows the amp'UJir r.oise

f'gure could be as low as 3 dB but probably not above 8 dB. The published

noise figure is 5 dB.

The published third order intercept point is +50 dBm; the measured

intercept was found to be +28 dBm. This represents a 22 dB decrease. In

any event, the +28 dBm intercept will have IMD products below the system

generated products until the signal level is sufficient, that the amplifier

can be safely switched out. This presents little or no problem unless strong

out-of-band signals are present (the High Pati Filters, in• _ar, exclude the

broadcast bands, which are equal to or stronger than our own. At least one

signal was monitored which was certainly equal to the desired one.

While the equipment was configured for these tests, the cross-

coupling between the high-band and low-band cables (which are adjacent for

hundreds of feet) was hocked. This %onsisted of driving the high-band cable

with 0 dBm signals and using the receiver to meanure the level of received
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8.0 OPERATING RANGE
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60

6Jo
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INOTE DOES NOT INCLUDE INTER-CONNECTING
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3.0

CABLE IN BEMHUE RIS

10 15 20 30

FREQUENCY -- MHz

Figure 9. Cable Loss as a Function of Frequency.
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TABLE 1. PREAMPLIFIER GAIN.

LOW-BA4ID HIGH-BAND

MEASURED CALL, AMPLIFIER
MEASURED CABLE AMPL IFIER GAIN LOSS GAIN

FREQUENCY GAIN LOSS GAIN (dB) (dB) (dN)

8 4.9 5.0 9.9 BELOW CUT-OFF OF HIGH

10 4.7 5.4 10.1 PASS

12 4.0 5.9 9.9 FILTER
14 3.5 6.4 9.9 4.4 5.4 9.8

16 3.0 6.9 9.9 4.3 5.9 10.2

18 2.6 7.2 9.8 3.8 6.1 9.9

20 2.1 7.9 10.0 3.4 t,.4 9.8

72 1.7 8.3 10.0 3.1 6.7 9.8

24 1.2 8.7 9.9 2.7 1.1 9.8

26 0.8 9.' 9.9 2.4 7.5 9.9

28 0.3 9.5 9.8 2.1 7.8 9.9

30 -0.1 9.8 9.7 1.8 8.0 9.8

MEAN 9.9 l 9.9

3RD ORDER INTERCEPT +28 dBm

NOISE FIGURE 5 dB (SPECIFICATION)

USING THE AMPLIFIER, TIHE SYSTEM NOI3E FIGURE WOULD BE

NF = 0 LOGANTI-LOG (1.5)-iNFs 10 LOG ANTI-LOG ( 5) + ANTI-LOG .27

12.9 dB (13 dB MEASURED VALUE)
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4.5 -- Continued.

signals from the low-band cable. During this test, all unused input and

outputs and were terminated by 50 ohm loads. The result of this test was

the coupling between cables in excess of 88 dB at 24. 270 MHz. Since this

can be considered a traveling wave coupling (i. e. , non-resonant system),

the coupling will decrease for lower frequencies and raise only slightly at

30 MHz.

The correction fact~ors for the MDS are taken on the receiver fax

to translate this to an MDS at the beamformer output were calculated and

shown in Figure (10). The mean value of the dB values (the geometric mean)

of the correction factors are shown which if used for all frequencies will

provide MDS values within +1 dB across the band.

871

'4 EXAM4PLE 1405 (AS MEASURED) - 100 d~m
FREQUJENCY 18 DMz

3 W/AMPLIFIER C F - -3.8 d6
140S (CORRECTED) - 100 -3.8 - 103.8 d~m

2 W/AI4PLIFIER C F . +6.1 dR
- 140 (CORRECTED) * -100 +6.1 -- 93.9 dflm

00

-61 .

In 10 12 13 14 IS 16 11 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 17 28 29 30
FREQUENCY -- MHz

Figure 10. Corre..tion Factor to MDS, as Measured at the Receiver,
for tht High-Band and Low-Band Arrays With and Without
Pre-armplifier in Beam Huts as a Function of Frequency.
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4.6 Antenna Elements.

There was a great deal of concern that the antenna array elements

were causing IMD products in the system. These were quite evident from

the data taken and by listening to the received signal (CW) with earphones,

it being generally conceded that the transmitted carrier does not contain

music, as the received signal quite often did.

To test the elements for IMD products, the configuration shown in

Figure (11) was used.

FLU K ELEMENT
ATTEENUATDOM #7

0Odom INPUT OTP)

ELEMENTS- ArrENUATOI RUSSEL CABLE S

Figure 11. Block Diagram of the Test Configuration
for Antenna Element IMD Product Generation.
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4.6 -- Continued.

The procedure was to set attenuator (B) for zero dB attenuation

then adjust attenuator (A) until a signal near -80 dBm was seen at the system

input (input to Adams-Russell amplifier as measured by the receiver). The

noise level and signal levels were recorded (input and output). The input

was to the reverse field balun of element 7 (buck-off element) and the out-

put was the normal output of the element under test.

The procedure was then to remove all attenuation from attenuator

(A) and put the equivalent into attenuator (B). Thus, the input to the test

equipment (receiving system) was kept a constant, while the input was

raised to 0 dBm, resulting in readings shown in Table III.

The loss ;n 6B also represents the output in dBm when the input

was raised to 0 dBm. With the possible exception of two elements, these

levels represent larger signals than normally received.

In all cases, no evidence of IMD product generation was found, of

any kind.

Since IMD from on-air signals had been observed and heard by site

personnel and myself, an additional test was performed to determine if such

IMD was caused by the transmitters. For this test an independent CW trans-

mission was monitored simultaneously by CW system and on the RME system.

The side-by-side fax recordings taken during the test are shown in Figures

(12) and (13).

From these there is little doubt the trouble did not lie in the antenna

array. The TMD products and cross-modulation products were traced

directly to the Lorch receiver being used for the CW. Based upon past

records, the receiver has be.en in this condition for an undetermined but sub-

stantial period of time.

During the test an attenuator xas inser'ed between the receiver and

the antenna and the attenuation increased until tho cross -modulation productE

could not be heard in the earphones, only the normal sounds usually associated

A30
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TABLE 111. ELEMENT PERFORMANCE.

BUCK-OFF
ELEMENT ELEMENT

INPUT OUTPUT LOSS LOSS
ELEMENT (dem) (dBm) (dB) (W.R T.#7)

1 -45 -82 -37 -22
2 -40 -86 -46 -31

3 -50 -83 -33 -18

4 -40 -84 -44 -29

5 -60 -83 -23 - 8

6 -55 -9o -35 -20

7 -75 -90 -15 0

8 -60 -83 -23 -8
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4.6 -- Continued.

with atmospheric noise. However, at this level there was apparently in-

sufficient signal from the Lorch as no recording on the fax recorder could

be made.

bmdeThis is an unfortunate case of personnel believing an "old reliable

friend" and blaming the antenna. Since this again was outside of the original

A frame of reference, no further tests were made to determine just how bad

the receiver really it at this point in time.

Although it was not a part of this investigation, it does provide an

interesting example of what can happen when operators "forget" about the

large signals which notch filters (or time delay and bandpass filters) remove

from the displays, but which nevertheless can cause problems in the front

end of the receiver.

In summation, the antennas appear to be in excellent electrical

condition due to extensive maintenance performed recently. The physical

condition of some hardware (that which was still available) would indicate

there is certainly a corrosion problem. Unfortunately, there is no evidence,

in light of the receiver problem, which was the basic measuring instrument,

as to whether or not these parts were indeed causing any electrical problems.

(No comment on the structural soundness of the array is implied or intended.)

Undoubtedly, there are hardwace components which have caused

trouble in the past and will again in the future., Therefore, the antenna

maintenance programs must be continued but it is hoped a jaundiced eye is

maintained on the test set-up and equipment in the future.

4. 7 Transmitter Site.

Prior to the visit to the transmitter site, it had been reported that

the noise floor of the transmitter was 80 to 85 dB down. Since the noise on

the received signal had been measured at apprcximately the same level, it

had been concluded that at high levels of receiveu ground wave (i. e., in
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4. 7 -- Continued.

excess of -70 dBm) the transmitted noise floor rather than ambient noise

would limit system sensitivity. This conclusion was shaken during the visit

when measurements taken at the point where the transmitter feeder leaves

the building revealed that although the noise floor at *30 to 40 Hz was 80 to
85 dB, and it dropped to below 100 dB at *200 Hz. Indeed from addition to •

spurious lines (slower motors, etc.) and a degradation of approximately

10 dB, the transmitter faithfully reproduces the exciter spectrum. The

personnel, however, maintained that after radiation from the system antennas

the noise floor was uniform at -80 to -85 dB.

To check for antenna induced noise, the transmitters were brought

up after dark (a condition not normally encountered recently) and the arrays

visibly inspected for arcs and/or corona effects. The results of these tests

were negative, no visible arcs or corona were observed. In view of this,

it was difficult to believe the antennas could themselves introduce noise, yet

cert•?Lnly not inconceivable since the levels measured represent only milli-

watts of power. In interest of thoroughness, on-air wave analyzer records

to complete the tests were made.

A wave analyzer run made on the newly installed horizontal dipole

(for receiving time standard transmissions indeed showed noise approxinmately

85 dB down. The wind was blowing and concern about receive antenna motion

was expressed. Sqn. Ldr. C. I. Johnson went to the roof and "wiggled" the

antenna. The noise floor rose approximately 30 dB. Therefore, the results

concerning transmitted noise level were inconclusive. The same results for

noise level were found using the vertical sounder antenna. Again, however,

using an antenna designed to look straight up, seemed hardly conclusive. ]
Finally, tests were made using the new oblique sounder antenna, not avail-

able to previous investigators.

This antenna is a horizontal, large conductor antenna looking

directly toward the transmitter array. Wave analyzer records made from

this antenna show the transmitted spectrum from the array to be an exact

replica of the one taken directly from the transmitter.
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While a receive antenna may degrade the transmitted spectrum, no

receive antenna will improve the transmitted spectrum. Therefore, the

transmitted spectrum is indeed ciean down to 100 dB (beyond 4200 Hz) and

falling.

It should be noticed, however, that these tests were done at one

frequency only. Therefore, now that a means of recording the transmitted

spectrum is available, it is recommended this be done at many other fre-

quencies.

4. 8 On-Air Tests.

Unfortunately, during all the on-air tests, the calibrator was not

available to make MDS reading from the fax recorder. The Rockland Synthe-

size? was unserviceable at the time. During the equipment tests, however,

some experience was gained in correlating Wave Analyzer records with MDS

readings. Therefore, an estimate of these can be made.

For many of the on-air tests, there was a 2 to 6 dB difference in

the displayed noise level on the fax between transmitters on and off. Simul-

taneous measurements taken with the wave analyzer revealed that there was

rno change in the basic noise floor received, whether the transmitter was on

or off; however, some spurious responses were observed between PRF lines

with the transmitter on (blower motor, spurs, etc. ). It is believed that

these spurious responses are the cause of the reduction in displayed MDS

since the effect is only noticeable when the spurious signals and noise are

* interacting or the spurious is above the noise. However, this reduction in

displayed MDS although readiiy apparent on the fax is not, in itself, of

sufficient value to account tor the high MDS problem.

Many on-air CW wave analyzer records were taken, and have been

taken in the past. These records invariably showed a noise increase above

the transmitter level which varied in magnitude run to run. This noise level

had been attributed to the on-air transmitted signal, in fact, a Feed Through
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Cancel)er (FTC) was obtained to reduce the effect of this transmitted signal,

particularly in the region of the carrier. However, on-air tests at the

transmitter site showed the transmitted spectrum to be clean down to -85

dB (:ki Hz) and -100 dB and greater beyond t200 Hz. In an effort to t I

separate the ground wave signal (GW) received from the transmitter, the

system was operated in the FM/CW mode and centered on the GW. In all

cases the transmitted spectrum was reproduced by the receiver down to

ambient noise. Therefore, another source for this noise must be found.

The apparent OTH noise level is approximately 10 to 20 dB higher,

with a much greater standard deviation, than the ambient noise. During the

course of a wave analyzer run (10 minutes) this 0TH noise dropped from

20 dB above at the beginning back to ambient level at the end. To determine

if this was a reproducible frequency (or range related) effect, a repeat run A

was made, but this time the noise remained at ambient. This type of run-

down noise 10 to 20 dB above ambient with a high standard deviation was

seen in the records a number of times.

Another noise source was observed only once during the tests on

I August. The noise ambient was quite variable in CW mode varying from

-150 dBm to areas of -136 dBm, while noise around the carrier was varying

from -95 to -106 dBm (extending from 10 to 30 Hz). This close in noise

represented only -30 to -40 dB down from the carrier.

In the FM mode, the amLient noise was -150 dBm in the maximum

delay region and in the region between +50 to +250 Hz, then the noise rose

sharply to -115 dBm, 10 Hz before the 112. 5 km range line during one wave

analyzer run. During this run, the system was operating at 100 Hz PRF

and 37.5 km resolution. Thus, the 112.5 km range line was 300 Hz from

the GW.

The sharp increase in noise was also observed on the fax recorder.

in order to prevent this return from being a double period (a return from
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1612.5 kin), the parameters were changed to 50 Hz PRF and 37.5 km

range resolution. The noise stayed in place with respect to range, not

frequency, moving to in frequency of 150 Hz away from the GW. The am-

bient noise levels are the same as previously found. The high noise, now •"

-120 dBm,'twas observed between 10 Hz before the 112.5 kan range Iine and

"10 Hz beyond the 187.5 km range line. During this time, the disturbance as
seen on the fax recorder appeared to be diminishing.

A wave analyzer run at the 1500 km range showed the ambient

noise to average -145 dBm (2000 Hz from the GW) with a *5 dB variation.

During the time this disturbance was seen on the FM/CW system,

the normal one milli-second pulse ranging was being observed. This dis-

turbance appeared as a shoulder (no real separation) on the GW pulse.

Remarks were made at this time that this had been seen before, but had

been taken as a time constant problem associated with the GW pulse. Site

personnel then checked with photographs of the pulse ranging to see if it had

been recorded before. The results were affirmative that it appears "often", j
however no estimate of frequency.

For those interested, I August was listed as a "Bad E-layer Day"

and the ranges observed were consistent with the E-layer height above the

sites.

From the recorded GW levels and in view of the GW level from the

back-looking element, the GW coupling between sites is excessively high.

The only proiection the system has against this signal is the front-to-back

ratio of the array. Since it has an end-fire spac.ng, the front-to-back ratio

is going to vary as a function of frequency.

LI a strong GW and a signal such as seen on I August were to reach

high signal levels, the receiver would cross-modulate this noise to other

signals contained in the r-f bandwidth. This would happen regardless, if the

signals are band passed filtered later to remove this large signals so they
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do not appear on the display. Since they do not appear on the display, the

receiver would be operted at maximum sensitivity (many instances have

been observed where 10 iB (or more) of r-f attenuation was required to

prevent the GW (CW or FM/CW) from saturating the Analog to Digital Con-

verter). When the rangc gate was moved out, the received signal being

displayed (fax and time domain scope) dropped to back scatter values and

the receiver was then brought back to maximum sensitivity. Granted a

signal only 10 dB above maximum sensitivity would not produce high MDS

values, since the major IMD products are produced in the IF amplifier and

the IF band pass filters exclude the high level signals.

4.9 Synchronization Problem.

The following are 1ardware symptoms observed which produce a

syiichronization loss. The only controls which are designed to have an effect

(ni the system synchronization are:

1) the ADVANCE/RETARD CONTROL of the Time Code

Generator (TCG), and

2) the SYNC ENABLE of the Demodulator Controller.

The one pulse-per-second (IPPS) from the TCG was observed for

relatively long periods of time (at the receiver site) against the World Time

Standard. The drift of the TCG is negligible compared to the synchronization

loss times.

The SYNC ENABLE was tested, in excess of 100 trials and never

failed to return the system reset pulse to the same location. This location

was one of five time slots centered on the trailing edge of the 1 PPS pulse.

The time slots were -20, -10, 0, +10, and +20 microseconds. The actual

time slot the SYNC ENABLE always returned to appeared to be random and

was selected by the initial SYNC ENABLE performed after a MODE ENABLE

was performed.
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The MODE ENABLE control while not designed to have any effect

on system synchronization (except alternating mode) did indeed exhibit this

characteristics.

The MODE ENABLE had the effect to blank the system reset pulse

for at least one PRF period, at least 70 to 80 percent of the operations. If

the reset pulse was blanked, there was an 80 to 90 percent probability the

pulse would be out of synchronization with the TCG. This results in a 50 to

70 percent probability the system will be out of synchronization after a mode

change.

The standard procedure was to press the SYNC ENABLE, then the

MODE ENABLE (even if there was no mode change required) which would

account for many of the synchronization failures. The new procedures are:

1) If there is a mode change required, depress the MODE

ENABLE and wait 10 seconds, then

2) Depress the SYNC ENABLE, and

3) If no mode change is required, depress ONLY the

SYNC ENABLE.

These procedures should help to reduce the effect of the hardware

problem, when no mode change is involved, until it is located.
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